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1 Introduction 
Developing media relations at the Finnish Patent and Registration Office1 is the 
subject of this master´s thesis in communications management at Haaga-Helia 
University of Applied Sciences. Media relations refer to communication with 
journalists and editors from local, national, international and trade media including 
newspapers, magazines, radio, TV and web-based communication (Juholin 2002, 184).  
The Office is a part of the public sector. It registers businesses, foundations and 
associations, and examines and grants patents, utility models, trademarks and design 
protection. It also provides advisory and information services. 
 
This thesis describes and explains the development process which I have executed 
2012–2014.  The process includes five stages: designing an internal process for 
planning and leading media relations; improving delivery and monitoring methods; 
analysing press releases and invitations; analysing the publicity of the Office; and 
conducting a survey to journalists (graph 1). Each stages overlaps with the others. 
 
 
Graph 1. The development process. 
 
In the thesis the first objective concerns processes and practices, and the main 
question is how the Office could work well with media relations? The second main 
question is how well media relations do support the Office´s strategic objectives? The 
                                              
 
1 The Finnish Patent and Registration Office is called the Office in this thesis. 
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latter question is linked to the Office´s communication strategy that aims to ´sharpen 
stakeholder communications´ (Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen viestintästrategia 2013–
2015, 6).  Media relations are important and journalists are one of the key stakeholders 
of the Office, and the management group of the Office considers media and journalists 
as ´partners´ (Sidosryhmäyhteistyön ja -viestinnän strategia, 2014, 6) and media is 
therefore one of the most important stakeholder groups in the communications 
strategy. Even though the Office considers journalists and media as an important 
stakeholder group it recognizes them as one of the communication channels among 
several others used at the Office (Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen viestintästrategia 
2013–2015, 11).  
 
The Office is not alone with its positive attitude to the importance of media relations. 
According to Finnish Prime Minister´s office, the media is central in transmitting 
information to the public. The guideline2 produced by Prime Minister´s office is a 
principal paper at the public sector. A context in this thesis is a Finnish media system 
which is ideal for corporate information in the media owing to the freedom of 
journalists, the pluralistic political system, the high media saturation and outreach, as 
well as the lack of media control contributes to a fruitful ground for public relations 
(Luoma-aho & Uskali & Heinonen & Ainamo 2011, 52). 
 
In this thesis I will not be testing any theory as such, but I am using theory and 
methods as tools for finding answers to the main questions. The theoretical framework 
stands in realism paradigm, and I have approached media relations by applying framing 
theory, which is used in the research of massmedia communication and corporate 
communication. The media content analysis is a method for investigating research 
material, such as press releases, news and articles.  
 
The thesis is an action research. I work as the communications manager at the Office, 
and media relations are one of my key tasks. I do practical communication work in 
promoting the Office ´s news to the media, for instance by writing press releases and 
                                              
 
2 The guideline is ´Valtionhallinnon viestintäsuositus´ in Finnish. 
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providing services to journalists. I also monitor and analyse news and articles published 
by the media. Media relations have been one of my key tasks throughout my carrier, 
and I have professional experience from several organisations. At the Office I started 
to develop media relations at the end of 2012 shortly after internal organisational 
changes had been carried out, and after having started my communications 
management studies. 
 
There are six chapters including this one in this thesis. The next chapter introduces the 
Office and then the objectives in the thesis. Methodologies and data are introduced in 
chapter four, and the results of the development process in chapter five. Key findings, 
conclusions and development proposals are explained in the summary. 
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2 Information about the organisation 
The objective of the Office is to register businesses, foundations and associations, and 
also to examine and grant patents, utility models, trademarks and design protection.  
The Office offers plenty of online services in Finnish and Swedish, and also in English. 
The services are available via the website (www.prh.fi) which has nearly one million 
visitors per year. The online services are very popular, the Virre information service, 
for instance, has been visited almost two million times per year.  In 2014, customer 
satisfaction towards to the services reached an average of rating 4.0 on a scale of 1 to 5 
(´Client satisfaction remains high´ 2014). 
 
The Office operates in the centre of Helsinki and it has regional service points 
throughout the country at Centres for Economic Development, Transport and the 
Environment, at Local Register Offices, at Enterprise Agencies and Tax Offices. 
Innovation agents at universities and other institutions of higher education also offer 
the Office´s services.   
 
The Office also maintains a wide network of international contacts. Co-operation 
partners include the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO), the European 
Patent Organisation (EPO), and the Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market, 
trademarks and designs (OHIM), the European Business Register (EBR) and the 
Industrial Property Offices in Denmark, Estonia, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. 
(www.prh.fi/en.)  
 
The work at the Office is based on planning and evaluation processes. The 
implementation of strategies is defined in the governmental application3 which is based 
on the balanced score card, the BSC-system. The annual strategy process is associated 
with the administrative ministry, the Ministry of Employment and the Economy 
                                              
 
3 Is called ´tulosprisma´ in Finnish. 
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(MEE), and the main policies are defined in the Finnish governmental program. 
(www.prh.fi/en.) 
 
The Office has four statements of vision:  
 Creativity, know-how, enterprise, and collaboration are key factors for the 
success of our clients, as well as the basis for technological, economic and 
intellectual development and wellbeing in Finland. 
 Our clients rely on our legal validity, impartiality, and internationally 
competitive quality, and through our office are also able to fully operate in 
international business and the multinational innovation system. 
 Our service is fast, flexible, and easily accessible at our Helsinki Head Office, 
regional service points, and through the electronic information networks. 
 Our staff is the friendliest and most competent in Finland. We respect our 
fellow workers, we are open, and we constantly strive to improve our 
performance. (www.prh.fi/en.)  
 
The Office summarises its goals and objectives in a mission which is to advance 
enterprise, innovation, and corporate activities both in Finland and internationally by 
doing the following activities: 
 Creating a legal foundation for businesses, associations and foundations. 
 Granting protection for company names, trademarks, inventions, and other 
industrial property. 
 Maintaining and publishing comprehensive business information to benefit 
society. 
 Offering client-oriented online services, information services and specialist 
services. 
 Supervising foundations and monitoring compliance of businesses and 
organisations with registration requirements. (www.prh.fi/en.) 
 
The Office promotes new and growing business activities, as set out in the Corporate 
Strategy of the MEE. Other strategic objectives are: 
 To promote high-value-added, new, growing and export-oriented business 
activities.  
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 To promote activities of associations and foundations. 
 To be a nationally and internationally recognised organisation granting exclusive 
rights to companies’ distinctive marks and inventions. 
 To be a pioneer of client-oriented, centralised and interoperable online services 
for businesses and organisations.  
 To maintain business information which is effectively used by society. 
(www.prh.fi/en.) 
 
The Office has a combination of objectives for striving its vision and to be a 
recognised organisation in the field, and a client-oriented public agency producing 
online services for businesses and organisations. The Office´s mission is to advance 
enterprise, innovation, and corporate activities both in Finland and internationally. 
These strategic objectives are the bases to the thesis and to the development of media 
relations. However, the primary framework is found in the Office´s communications 
strategy introduced in the next chapter which focuses on the objectives of the thesis. 
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3 Objectives of  the thesis  
In this chapter I will take a closer look at objectives of the thesis. At first I will 
introduce the Office´s communications strategy and the opinions of the management 
group about media relations. Then I will reflect on the main research questions and 
definitions and describe some publications with similarities to this thesis. The 
framework for developing media relations comes from the Office´s strategic objectives 
which were introduced in the previous chapter ´Information about the organisation´.   
 
 
3.1 Communications strategy 
A communication strategy and key messages are key components when managing an 
organisation´s good name (Aula & Heinonen 2002, 178–179).  The Office´s 
communications strategy covers a three year period from 2013 of strategic standpoints, 
objectives, principles and key messages. Stakeholder groups have also been recognized 
in the strategy, and the media and journalists are among the most important 
stakeholder groups in external communications. (Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen 
viestintästrategia 2013–2015, 11.) 
 
The key objective in the communications strategy is that the Office´s duties and 
services are well-known. Communications is an essential part of management and 
leadership, and the Office has three key messages in the communication strategy:  
 ´It is easy to do business with us´ 
 ´Our information is reliable´  
 ´We have a unique effectiveness´. (Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen 
viestintästrategia 2013–2015, 7.) 
 
The Office´s management group considers the media and journalists as ´partners´. 
Journalists and the media are important stakeholder groups in informing audiences all 
over the country and in generating publicity (Sidosryhmäyhteistyön ja -viestinnän 
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strategia 2014, 6).  Journalists and the media are also gate keepers in supervising 
decision making in society (Valtionhallinnon viestintäsuositus 2010, 18).  
 
 
3.2 Main questions and definitions 
I had two main objectives and research questions for developing media relations. The 
first objective concerns processes and practices, and the question is how could the 
Office work well with media relations? The second objective is linked to strategic 
communications, and the question is how well do media relations support the Office´s 
strategic objectives?  
 
I approached the first question by wondering, what could be the best practise for 
collaboration at the Office, what could be the best practise to deliver press releases and 
monitor publicity, and what could be the best practise for collaborating with journalists 
and the media. I asked myself these questions when I designed the internal process for 
planning and leading media relations, and when I improved the methods for delivery 
and monitoring,  which are the first stages in the development process (graph 2). I also 
investigated the question when I conducted a survey to journalists which was the final 
stage in the process (graph 2).  The findings of these questions are introduced in 
chapter five ´Results´.   
 
The second main question is how well media relations support the Office´s strategic 
objectives. It is an essential question because a strategic objective in the Office´s 
communications is to ´sharpen stakeholder communications´ (Patentti- ja 
rekisterihallituksen viestintästrategia 2013–2015, 6).  I approached the question by 
analysing how messages delivered from the Office support the strategic objectives, and 
how these messages have affected the publicity.  I analysed issues and key messages 
that the Office has published to the media, as well as the publicity the Office has 
achieved. I have investigated the question in the stages from three to five in the 
development process (graph 2). The findings are introduced in chapter five ´Results´.   
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Graph 2. The main questions connected to the stages in the development process. 
 
This thesis concerns ´public relations´ (PR) which is a strategic communication process 
that creates mutually beneficial relationships between organisations and their public 
(Public Relations Society of America, PRSA). In addition, PR is strategic in nature and 
emphasizes ´mutually beneficial relationships´ which relates the role of PR in helping 
to bring organisations together with their key stakeholders (Public Relations Society of 
America, PRSA). In Finland, PR is not a preferred term (Carroll 2011), and therefore 
corporate communications is used more often than PR.  
 
´Stakeholder´ is a key term in communication.  A stakeholder could be defined as a 
person, group or organisation that has an interest or concern in an organisation. 
Stakeholders can affect or be affected by the organisation´s actions, objectives and 
policies (BusinessDictionary.Com.). In this thesis the media and journalists are 
stakeholders, who are interested in the Offices´s work and services. I also investigated, 
if the media and journalists are influenced by the Office´s actions, objectives and 
policies. 
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3.3 Other publications 
This is the first thesis on media relations in communications management at Haaga-
Helia University of Applied Sciences. I found a close reference to this thesis in Essi 
Lonka´s research for developing monitoring and evaluations methods in 
communication at Kymenlaakson ammattikorkeakoulu. Lonka has a holistic view on all 
communications including media relations. (Lonka 2010.)   
 
Helin Mesila at Jyväskylä University has studied media relations after the introduction 
of social media (Mesila 2010).  Her research focuses on media relations in Estonia. In 
the core of Mesila´s research stands the concept of media relations, its meaning today 
and the possible change of concept since the introduction of social media. Mesila´s 
conclusions are: “Even when social media´s popularity keeps on growing and the platforms enable 
to cultivate two-way communication with the publics, it is advisable for PR practitioners to maintain 
the relationships also with the traditional media because agendas of traditional media and social media 
are interlinked.” (Mesila, 2010 92–93).  
 
Vilma Luoma-aho, Turo Uskali, Jorma Heinonen and Antti Ainamo have studied role 
of the news media in the creation of public images and opinions in Finland. Their case 
research ´Corporate Reputation and the News Media in Finland´ was published in 
2011 (Carroll 2011). The data was collected in 2006, and the focus was in print media, 
although electronic media was also analysed. The researchers used a media content 
analysis of six selected media types which are the most popular news sources in 
Finland. An agenda-setting theory was applied to the inquiry in the field of media and 
journalism. The case research can be said to be the first of its kind, as no previous 
research in Finland has ever explicitly compared communications with PR practices of 
business organisations and the reputation ranking of such business organisations. 
(Luoma-aho & Uskali & Heinonen & Ainamo 2011, 47–53.)   
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4 Methodologies and data 
Strategic approaches are a researcher´s choice and they have to be explained, as I will 
do in this chapter. Strategic approaches combine theory and methods. Theory could be 
described as an abstract type of thinking, whereas methodology, which is based on a 
certain type of theory, is a guideline system for solving a problem. In other words, 
strategic approaches are implemented from a point of view, how data is collected and 
analysed, and what the logic is when making conclusions. Different strategies lead to 
different conclusions, findings and results.  
 
Problems in this thesis include how the Office could work well with media relations, 
and how well media relations do support the Office´s strategic objectives? Hence, what 
would be the most appropriate approach in solving such problems? Could it be a 
realistic point of view to acknowledge that reality is investigated imperfectly? In realism 
the subjective nature of research is recognised, and therefore in this study the 
researcher´s simultaneous role as a researcher and a communication manager is 
recognised. This approach is tangible to action research. In realism paradigm the roles 
of values are also recognised, and therefore, the objectives of this research would be 
recognised as subjective. According to realism a researcher wants to discover the 
causes, verify them and have some generalizability. (Healy & Perry 2000.)  
 
This thesis does not test any theories as such but uses theory and methods as tools for 
finding answers to the questions posed in chapter three ´Objects of the thesis´. The 
thesis is an action research. The theoretical framework stands in realism paradigm, and 
I have approached media relations by applying framing theory which is used in the 
research of massmedia communication and corporate communication. The media 
content analysis is a method used in investigating research material. Theories, 
methodologies and data are introduced in the following chapters.  
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4.1 Media relations 
Media relations are defined as communication with journalists and editors of local, 
national, international and trade media including newspapers, magazines, radio, TV and 
web-based communication (Juholin 2002, 184). Tools in media relations include press 
releases, off record-briefings, and press events. Media relations generate a positive 
publicity of the organisation using corporate public relations, business to business 
communication, public affairs, issues management etc. (Theaker 2009, 8.)  
 
Media relations are important for an organisation because the media mean channels for 
generating publicity. Coverage of news published by the media may influence many 
important stakeholders, for instance customers. While the media coverage does not 
strictly determine an organisation´s reputation or the way in which stakeholders view 
an organisation, it does have an impact in terms of highlighting particular issue or 
increasing an already positive or negative view of an organisation. (Cornelissen 2008, 
177–179.)  
 
Media relations belong to an aspect of mass communication meaning that 
communication flows from a sender of messages to a large number of receivers of 
messages (Berger 2000, 15.) The media creates publicity which is considered to be 
important by organisations because publicity creates success in business and other 
activities. Therefore organisations are interested in managing publicity and influencing 
the media. (Kuutti 2008, 19). 
 
Media relations also form a part of public relations.  Media relations and public 
relations are two different functions with different responsibilities. Public relations 
communicate with various groups with whom an organisation may have a relationship, 
for example employees, customers, the government, industry, investors, shareholders, 
communities, general public and the media.  This list is not final and each organisation 
needs to identify the different groups with whom they have relationships. In smaller 
organisations one person might be responsible for managing all of the groups. In larger 
organisations there is a department for each of the different groups they serve and 
most likely several people within each department. (Del Monte 2010.) 
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Media is both a target audience and a channel for informing stakeholders and 
generating publicity. At the Office media, relations are connected to what is known as 
current affairs´ communication, which means service, product and information based 
news published in several internal and external channels of the Office. For example, 
press releases are delivered to editorial media, and are published on the website, in the 
news room, and online services and social media. News are also published on the 
Office´s collaborators´ websites and online services. 
 
 
4.2 Action research and stages in the research 
Action research is a method used in the thesis. It is an umbrella term for a number of 
different participatory approaches involving the researcher as both scholar and 
facilitator of change.  A goal of action research is to collaboratively produce practical 
knowledge that is useful to people in their everyday lives. (Daymon & Holloway 2011, 
197.) When researchers are carrying out action research, they are involved in an 
iterative cycle of groundwork, planning intervention and evaluation (Daymon & 
Holloway 2011, 202). 
 
This thesis includes five stages (graph 3). Each of them is overlapping the others as I 
reflected while developing and learning from it. The first stage was to design an 
internal process for planning and leading media relations, but at the same time I was 
improving methods for delivering press releases and monitoring news and articles. As 
soon as I had put a new internal process into practice and had improved the methods 
for delivery and monitoring it became necessary to analyse press releases and 
invitations to press conferences, and then to focus on publicity. The last stage in the 
developing process was to examine the journalist´s opinions on the Office´s media 
relations. Besides the development of media relations, I have improved customer 
communication on the website www.prh.fi which has also influenced the development 
of media relations. 
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Graph 3. The development process in five stages. 
 
 
4.3 Data in the research 
The data in the research are both quantitative and qualitative. The data analysis is 
connected to stages three to five in the development process; analysing the Office´s 
press releases, invitations and publicity, and the journalists´ opinions on the Office´s 
media relations (Graph 4). 
 
Graph 4. Quantitative and qualitative data in the development process. 
 
For analysing the Office´s press releases and invitations to press conferences (graph 4) 
I collected quantitative data from STT Info´s and Viestintätoimisto Deski´s delivery 
service systems. This data refers to press releases and invitations delivered by these 
systems in 2012 and 2013. For analysing the Office´s publicity (graph 4) I collected 
quantitative data using M-Brain´s web-based monitoring and analysing system called 
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M-Service. This data is from 2012, and contains summaries about online news and 
articles in Finnish and Swedish. The sample data includes 387 hits. The hits contain key 
messages from articles, issue dates and places, headlines, journalists´ names and links 
to online articles. Besides such metadata an original article is categorised into six 
groups: column, letter to the editor, leader, short news, long news and article.4   
 
My objective in this study is to find out how well media relations support the Office´s 
strategic objectives, and thus, I need qualitative data in addition to quantitative data to 
investigate the research objective. Therefore, I selected a sample data including 28 
original news and articles in online media which were published free of charge. The 
sample is the first hand source, not the second hand source like M-Service´s sample. 
Other criteria for selecting news and articles were that the initiative came from the 
Office or that the Office´s employer was mentioned, interviewed or quoted. 
 
Other data for finding out how well media relations support the Office´s strategic 
objectives is qualitative and is from a survey where I investigated journalists´ opinions 
on the Office´s media relations (graph 4). I conducted the survey in 2014. I sent the 
survey to five editorial groups parallel to the Office´s delivery lists in the news room 
service on the Office´s website. The editorial groups were IT and technical media, local 
media, business media, national or provincial daily media and media of entrepreneurial 
organisations. In the survey, the journalists did not have to answer all the questions 
and could skip over one or two questions. 
 
I made the questions and performed the survey with Select survey applications. The 
survey was open for 16 days in January 2014. I emailed an introduction letter with a 
link to the survey (appendix 8) to the journalists´ email addresses and to the shared 
email addresses of the media. 
 
                                              
 
4 The Office has a legal right to use M-Brain´s material for internal communications and the copyright belongs to 
the first publishers, not M-Brain. Therefore, M-Brain´s hits are not attached to the thesis, and when an article is 
mentioned, it is attached to the references with the primary source information. 
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I sent the introduction letter to 303 email addresses, of which 273 addresses were 
Finnish speaking journalists or members of the media. The numbers of addresses in 
the editorial groups were the following: IT and technical media 17, local media 57, 
business media 63, national or provincial daily media 120 and media of entrepreneurial 
organisations 16.  The introduction letter in Swedish was sent to 30 addresses of 
national, provincial or local daily media. 28 journalists took part in the survey, and the 
response rate was very small, only 10.8 per cent. 
 
 
4.4 Framing theory 
I applied a framing theory in this thesis. The theory is connected to stages three to five 
in the development process: analysing the Office´s press releases, invitations and 
publicity, and the journalists´ opinions on the Office´s media relations via a survey to 
journalists (graph 5). 
 
 
Graph 5. Framing theory in the development process. 
 
The framing theory suggests that professionals in communication frame a particular 
corporate decision, issue or event in such a way that it furthers and promotes the 
interests of the organisation.  This frame featuring in a press release, for example, is 
labeled in the corporate frame provided to the media and to the general public. 
Professionals in communication also play with the journalists´ knowledge and views in 
proposing stories that follow a dominant news frame, fit certain categories of content 
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and resonate with journalists´ notions of the expectation of their audience. 
(Cornelissen 2008, 182–184.) Professional in communication should also know how to 
frame information in such manners so that journalists can understand, for instance, the 
contextualization of information to demonstrate the importance of the news. (Pang 
2010, 196–197.) This frame which features in a press release, for example, is labeled in 
the corporate frame provided to the media and to the general public. (Cornelissen 
2008, 183.)  
 
I applied the framing theory to the relationships between key messages, strategic 
objectives and published news and articles. Their analysis is introduced in chapter five 
´Results´. A survey conducted to journalists examines which the channels a journalist 
use when framing news and articles.  When drawing conclusions on how well media 
relations support the Office´s strategic objectives, I connected the framing theory to 
the media content analysis.  
 
Besides the framing theory one must bear in the mind what is known as the journalist 
mindset on which Augustine Pang writes in the article ´Mediating the media: a 
journalist-centric media relations model.´ The journalist mindset is shaped by various 
factors, like the background and characteristics of an individual journalist, such as the 
journalist´s gender, education, experience and political affiliation.  From the 
journalist´s perspective this means that she or he faces the daily task of selecting and 
trimming large volumes of information to what is considered news. In doing so, the 
journalist always looks at stories through a lens of newsworthiness. Professionals in 
communication should know how to frame information in such manners so that 
journalists can understand, for instance, the contextualization of information to 
demonstrate the importance of the news. (Pang 2010, 196–197.) The journalist mindset 
is studied in a survey conducted to journalists. 
 
 
4.5 Media content analysis 
I chose a media content analysis to investigate my main question on how well media 
relations support the Office´s strategic objectives. It is an appropriate approach 
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because the research objectives are press releases, invitations to press conferences, 
news and articles. The method is connected to stages three to four in the development 
process; analysing the Office´s press releases, invitations and publicity (graph 6). 
 
 
Graph 6. Media content analysis in the development process. 
 
My media content analysis is based on Toni L. Griffin´s and David Michaelson´s 
article ´A New Model for Media Content Analysis´. As Griffin and Michaelson write: 
´…in order to clarify and better understand the issues that challenges the advancement of measurement 
and evaluation in the public relations industry, it is essential to understand the eight various 
approaches to content analysis that are already widely in practice´(Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 2).   
 
In this chapter I will describe approaches in the media content analysis and reflect 
them to the objectives of my thesis. The approaches used include the following: 
 clip counting  
 circulation and readership analysis  
 advertising value equivalence  
 simple content analysis  
 message analysis  
 tonality analysis  
 prominence analysis 
 quality of coverage.  
 
I have included human, machine and web-based classification and analytic systems to 
these eight approaches. While each analytic method is discussed individually, several of 
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the methods are combined when content analysis is performed (Griffin & Michaelson 
2005, 2). Machine and web-based classification comes from M-Brain´s monitoring and 
analysing, and the human based classification is done by me. 
 
According to Griffin and Michaelson clip counting is the most basic form of content 
analysis (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 2). In this thesis I call clip counting ´a hit´ 
because the term is used in the web-based classification and analytic systems. With the 
hit counting system, relevant articles are collected and typically sorted chronologically 
or by date. The analysis generally consists of a summary listing the publications and the 
dates of publication as well as the total number of articles. (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 
2–3). In this thesis hit data comes from M-Brain´s monitoring and analysing system, 
and I have judged it as objective data. 
 
The second approach of content analysis is circulation and readership analysis that I 
investigated by listing monitored media (appendix 1). Advertising value equivalence 
(AVE) is the third approach of content analysis and it is an estimate of the cost of 
purchasing advertising that has an equivalent size and location in a given publication 
on a specific day (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 3).  I did not analyse AVE because it is 
not relevant to the Office. 
 
The fourth approach of content analysis is a simple or basic content analysis, and it is 
an important part of this research. The analysis classifies or codes what is written in 
categories that can be statistically analysed. The codes are developed by using a close 
textual analysis of articles. Each article is read to determine the presence of 
information classified according to the codes. This basic content analysis accurately 
represents only what is actually written in the text. Intended messages or specific items 
of information that are not included in the codes or do not appear in the articles are 
left out of the analysis (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 4). I combined human and 
machine and web-based analysis in the basic content analysis. Published data is 
performed by M-Brain´s monitoring and analysing system, and I designed the data in 
the graphs.  
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The message analysis, the fifth approach of content analysis by Griffin and Michaelson, 
is another important part of this research. Message analysis differs from simple or basic 
content analysis by focusing the analysis on the presence of intended messages in 
articles. Key messages are developed on the basis of communications objectives. 
(Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 4.)  The Office has three key messages: ´It is easy to do 
business with us´, ´Our information is reliable´ and ´We have a unique effectiveness´.   
 
I analysed the key messages only in the Finnish press releases and invitations because 
the messages are the same in Swedish as in Finnish.  The data used is from 2012 when 
I started to develop media relations at the Office. I analysed the key messages in press 
releases, news and articles. In other words, the analysis is totally human based. By using 
this method I tried to gain a general understanding about how well media relations 
support the Office´s strategic objectives. The targets of the analysis are the headlines 
and the first chapters in the press releases and invitations (appendix 2). The analysis 
method is applied from Thomas Slätis report ´Mediaseuranta ja -analyysi 
tapausministeröiden viestinnässä´ (Slätis 2007).   
 
Walter K. Lindenmann writes in the article ´Guidelines for Measuring the 
Effectiveness of PR Programs and Activities´ about subject or topic variables, which I 
also applied to my research. The variables include for example who was mentioned and 
in what context, and who was quoted and how frequently. (Lindenmann 2002, 10.)  I 
have also applied message accuracy for analysing news and articles activated by the 
Office.  The message accuracy is based on an analysis of four basic elements: the 
inclusion of basic facts, the inclusion of misstatements about such basic facts, the 
inclusion of incomplete, deceptive or misleading information that biases the 
interpretation about basic facts and the omission of basic facts (Griffin & Michaelson 
2005, 6). 
 
Basic facts are the fundamental information and important to any communication 
program. These facts can present such fundamental information as a definition or 
description of a product or service, or include statements, opinions or points-of-view. I 
analysed basic facts and misstatements in news and articles. Misstatements are typically 
the result of incorrect data but can also include unsubstantiated opinions or points-of-
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view of a reporter or interviewee that states a falsehood.  Also incomplete information 
will be a factor investigated in this research. Incomplete information is a statement, 
opinion or point-of-view that selectively includes some information, but excludes other 
relevant facts. Such apparently accurate statements create a misleading impression or a 
deception about a product or service, and while factually accurate actually erroneous. 
Omissions will be included in the analysis of news and articles. Omissions refer to the 
absence of key information that should be included in a specific article or publication. 
Not all basic facts can be considered omissions if they are not included in an article or 
publication. The key for understanding omissions is found in the context of the article. 
The focus or subject matter of the story has to be relevant to the specific omission and 
the story or article will be considered incomplete unless the basic fact is included. 
(Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 6–7.) 
 
Tonality is an analysis that uses subjective assessment to determine if the content of 
article is either favourable or unfavourable to the organisation discussed in the text. 
There are a variety of different ways to assess tone. One of the most common ones is a 
simple classification on ´positive´, ´neutral´ or ´negative´ (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 
4).  The classification is also used by M-Brain´s monitoring and analysing system. The 
tonality is judged as objective data even if the analysis is a subjective assessment to 
determine the content. Tonality can be applied by using several different approaches. 
The first one is an assessment of tonality of an overall article. Other approaches assess 
the tone of a specific mention or code or assess the tone of a specific message that may 
appear in an article. (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 4.) 
 
Prominence analysis presented by Griffin & Michaelson takes six factors into account: 
the publication where the article appears, the date of appearance, the overall size of the 
article, where in the publication it appears, the presence of photography or other 
artwork and the size of headlines (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 5). I believe that these 
factors are relevant when analysing printed material, but in this thesis the research data 
is digital.  
 
In a typical prominence analysis, each element is given a particular weight that is 
factored into an overall score for each article.  The score determines the prominence of 
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the article. (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 5.) I did not score because the Office has not 
prioritised media which would be a relevant frame for scoring.  I did not take into 
account the rest of the factors for prominence analysis and I did not score any 
publications higher prominence for others.  I categorised different media types, 
according to M-Brain´s methods, into business or economics, magazine, national or 
major, news agency, online only, organisation, regional or local, research and trade 
magazine.  
 
The last factor in the content analysis is the quality of coverage which is often based on 
a combination of factors. Typical factors in the analysis of quality include tonality, 
prominence and inclusion of specific messages, as well as the overall volume of 
articles. Each of these factors is entered into a computation that generates a score for 
each article in the analysis. This generates the quality of coverage score. Many of these 
elements are highly subjective and usually are not tied to the outcome. (Griffin & 
Michaelson 2005, 5.) I did not focus on quality of coverage by scoring, but I took into 
account tonality, prominence and inclusion of specific messages per se.  
 
My findings of the media content analysis are introduced in the next chapter named 
´Results´.  The chapter includes all the findings and results of the development work in 
the consecutive order of the development process, and the chapter starts from the first 
stage of the process and ends at the last, fifth stage of the process. 
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5 Results 
This chapter introduces all the findings and results of my development work 2012–
2014. The first objective in developing media relations concerns processes and 
practices, and the main question is how could the Office work well with media 
relations? The second main question is how well media relations support the Office´s 
strategic objectives. I will introduce the results in five stages in order the development 
process took place (Graph 7).   
 
 
Graph 7. The development process in five stages. 
 
The character of the development process was transformational, and changes were 
implemented gradually through different stages and interrelated initiatives (Green 2007, 
21). The change could also be defined as ´smooth incremental´ and evolves slowly in a 
systematic and predictable way, and does not involve a lot of changes but takes place at 
a constant rate (Green 2007, 45).   
 
 
5.1 Designing an internal process for planning and leading media relations 
Designing an internal process for planning and leading media relations was the first 
objective and the first stage in developing the Office´s media relations (graph 8). I 
focused on press releases and their production, delivery and evaluation in the process.  
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Graph 8. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
 
I designed an internal process based on my experience on working in media relations at 
the Office as well as in other organisations. During the process I described the work 
that we had been doing. This is the first communication process ever designed at the 
Office. The Office designs processes concerning on key functions and services, and 
thus, designing an internal process for planning and leading media relations naturally 
belongs to the Office´s strategic tools and tactics in management. The process includes 
three stages: The first stage starts with an idea of writing a press release and ends with 
to delivering a ready one; the second stage covers the delivery; and the third stage 
concentrates on contacts with journalists and evaluating impact of communication 
(appendix 2). 
 
There are four players in the process which are called ´lanes´ in the process design. The 
lanes include communications, language translations, departments and units and a 
general director (appendix 2). I work in the communications lane and therefore, I 
started to comprehend the process from my point of view. I have a several years´ of 
experience on collaboration with experts who are contacted by journalists and I have a 
very realistic basis on which to design the process because I have worked in media 
relations for several years in several organisations. When designing the process I made 
some improvements after having conducted discussion with my colleagues and experts 
who are contacted by journalists.  
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The process moves within a lane and between four lanes. The process starts with the 
idea of writing a press release. In the guidelines I wrote some practical advices for the 
experts in the process lane of ´departments and units´. I reminded the experts that 
writing a press release takes time, and hence they should contact the experts at the 
communications department well in advance and keep in mind what the process 
requires. I introduced the guidelines to the experts during internal training courses and 
published them on the Office´s intranet. 
 
Experts on the communications and customer service department fill in a 
communications ´step by step´ planning paper which referred to as a communications 
calendar (appendix 3). This calendar is a new way of planning and leading media 
relations and current affairs´ communications at the Office. The calendar includes 
delivery channels and forums, timetables and persons who are in charge of informing 
issues at the departments and units.  I designed the calendar of the same time with the 
process and have updated it when communications channels and tools have changed 
during the development of media relations. The content in the calendar is updated 
frequently; at the weekly meetings by the communications and customer service 
department, as well as the monthly meetings of the co-ordination group of the Office´s 
communications, marketing and customer service.  
 
When the communications experts decided to take a press release into the process and 
decided on timetables and delivery or designed them together with the experts of the 
departments and units, then the experts of the departments and units start to draft the 
content for a press release. A practical advice for the experts of the departments and 
units on the Office´s intranet reminds about different criteria for news, for example to 
remember that a press release should have topicality and importance. A press release is 
short; the maximum length is size A4 paper. The experts should not pay much 
attention on how they express the subject. Headlines are not necessary either in the 
draft because the communications experts edit the draft and write it in the form of a 
press release. But when the experts are writing a draft, they should keep a few 
questions in minds: What has happened? Who has done it? Where has it happened? 
When has it happened? Why has it happened? A press release must always contain a 
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person´s name and contact information and a person should be available to give 
further information when the press release is delivered to the journalists. 
 
The process from a draft to the press release proceeds by checking and accepting the 
content in the press release. When a press release is ready in Finnish, the 
communications experts send it to the translators to be translated into Swedish or 
English. At the same time the timetable is confirmed by the communications. The 
press release is ready for delivery as planned in the communication calendar during the 
second stage of the process. The last phase in the process covers journalists´ contacts 
and monitoring media reactions on the press release. The communications manager 
analyses the data gathered and makes a report of it to the departments and units, and in 
some cases also to the director general.  
 
 
5.2 Improving delivery and monitoring methods 
The second objective in developing the Office´s media relations was to improve 
methods of delivering press releases and invitations to press conferences, and also to 
improve methods of monitoring the Office´s publicity (graph 9). Efficient methods of 
delivery and monitoring support internal process for planning and leading media 
relations, as well as the production of press releases. 
 
 
Graph 9. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
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When I started to develop the Office´s media relations, the Office had used STT Info 
service since 2007 for delivering press releases and invitations to media.  STT Info 
service is produced by STT-Lehtikuva. The delivery service provided a data based 
delivery with data based and categorized lists of media contacts. Besides such standard 
lists I had designed several delivery lists to fit the Office´s specific functions. STT 
Info´s data based media contacts have been practical to use but they have not quite 
matched the Office´s key functions.  
 
Hence, when the contract with STT-Lehtikuva was about to end, I started to compare 
the services of different delivery and monitoring agencies; how the services would 
function, and how much would it cost for the next three years. I did not invite any 
delivery service agencies to tender for the service contract because the Office´s internal 
procurement regulation covers contracts under 30 000 euros during a three year 
period, and the decision could be made without public competition.  
 
Viestintätoimisto Deski´s delivery service was the most suitable of all when judged by 
economical and functional aspects, and thus the delivery system was changed to 
Deski´s system and was linked to the Office´s website. The service is called news room 
service on the internet address: http://www.mynewsdesk.com/fi/pressroom/patentti– 
ja– rekisterihallitus. I designed the Office´s contact lists and divided them into six 
editorial groups, i.e. IT and technical media, local media, business media, national or 
provincial daily media, media of entrepreneurial organisations and Swedish national or 
provincial daily media. 
 
Deski´s delivery system also includes monitoring and analysing methods, and the data 
is very easy to download to reports. But the system is not good enough for the 
Office´s publicity because Deski´s monitoring focuses only on press release delivered 
by the system. Hence, different kinds of methods for monitoring and analysing the 
Office´s publicity were still needed in order to support the internal process for 
planning and leading media relations.   
 
The Office had monitored publicity by clipping news and articles for the last 15 years 
but manual methods were no longer good enough to be combined with the new 
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internal process for planning and leading media relations. At this stage of the 
development process I did not have to start a public sector´s procurement process 
because the Office´s supervising ministry, the Ministry of Employment and the 
Economy, had already got a contract. In other words, the Office already had an agency 
for collaboration and a web-based monitoring system M-Update and owned by M-
Brain Group. M-Brain monitors and analyses social and editorial media online as well 
as traditional printed media and radio and television. M-Brain monitoring and analysing 
system selects and filters the relevant content. (http://www.m– brain.com).  
 
Once the Office had a collaborator, my task was to select the media to match the 
Office´s functions. The audiences of selected media cover the entire country.  
I selected 20 national media, such as newspapers Helsingin Sanomat, 
Hufvudstadsbladet, Iltalehti and Ilta-Sanomat, business and economics media 
Kauppalehti, Talouselämä and Tekniikka & Talous, and news broadcasters like Yle-
Uutiset, MTV3-uutiset and Nelosen uutiset (appendix 1).   
 
I selected 19 provincial or local editorial media, for example, Aamulehti issued in the 
Tampere region, Etelä-Suomen Sanomat issued in the Lahti region, Ilkka issued in the 
Seinäjoki region, Kaleva issued in the Oulu region, Lapin kansa issued in the 
Rovaniemi region, Pohjalainen issued in the Vaasa region, Kainuun Sanomat issued in 
the Kajaani region, Karjalainen issued in the Joensuu region, Satakunnan kansa issued 
in the Pori region, Turun Sanomat issued in the Turku region and Savon Sanomat 
issued in the Kuopio region (appendix 1.)  
 
In Swedish too all the major provincial or local newspapers are monitored, such as 
Borgåbladet & Östra Nyland issued in Porvoo region, Vasabladet issued in Vaasa 
region, Västra Nyland in Raasepori region, Åbo Underrättelser issued in Turku regioin, 
Ålandstidningen issued in the Alands islands and Österbottens Tidning issued in 
Ostrobothnia (appendix 1).  
 
The search of hits in the M-Update system is based on the Office´s name in Finnish 
and Swedish and the characters of the name. Certain key functions also have their own 
search. Reports with informative metrics and graphs are stored in M-Brain´s extranet 
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service, which can be used via the Office´s intranet. All the employees can subscribe to 
hits by RSS feed to their personal computer. Reports are provided every day by email 
to the key persons in media relations, like the director general, members of the 
management group, leading group of the communications and the communication 
experts. 
 
M-Update system produces data on all hits, including hits on the Office´s initiative – 
press releases and invitations to press conferences – and on other organisation´s 
initiative, such as media organisations. All the hits carried out on the Office´s initiative 
are reported in the communications calendar (appendix 3). 
 
 
5.3 Analysing press releases and invitations 
Analysis of the Office´s press releases and invitations to press conferences is my topic 
in this chapter.  The analysis is the third stage in the development process (graph 10).  
 
Graph 10. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
 
I divided the analysis of press releases and invitations into two stages which reflect the 
main research question, how well media relations support the Office´s strategic 
objectives. The stages include the following:  
 Counting the numbers of press releases and invitations and comparing them to 
the previous years 
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 Analysing key messages in press releases and invitations, counting them and 
comparing them to the Office´s key messages.  
 
The Office has delivered more press releases and invitations to press conferences in 
2012 and 2013 more than previous years. During the development process I 
concentrated on increasing the number of press releases, and it is therefore very 
comprehensible that the number of delivered material in 2012 totals 44 pieces of press 
releases and invitations and 40 of press releases and invitations in 2013, i.e. almost the 
double compared to 2011. Press releases and invitations are delivered in both our 
national languages, Finnish and Swedish. The only exception is communication about 
events and lectures which are carried out only in Finnish, and therefore delivered only 
in Finnish too.   
 
The objects in the analysis of key messages are headlines and the first chapters in the 
press releases or invitations (appendix 4). I analysed key messages only in Finnish 
because the Swedish messages are the same as the Finnish ones.  The data is from 2012 
when I started to develop media relations at the Office.  
 
The analysis of key messages is a part of the content analysis by Griffin and 
Michaelson, and key messages are developed on the basis of the communications 
objectives. (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 4.)  The Office has three key messages: 
 ´It is easy to do business with us´ 
 ´Our information is reliable´  
 ´We have a unique effectiveness´.   
 
I applied the method for analysing key messages used on Thomas Slätis´s report 
´Mediaseuranta ja -analyysi tapausministeröiden viestinnässä´ (Slätis 2007).  In the 
report, Slätis analyses messages in the press releases and invitations that have been 
delivered by Finnish ministries in 2007.  In the report the research question concerns 
the intention of the message (Slätis 2007, 61). I analysed key messages by investigating 
the words ´effectivness´, ´easiness´ and ´reliability´ (appendix 4), the key words in the 
Office´s key messages.  
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It is not easy to evaluate the key message and it is extremely important to recognise 
that measuring is usually highly subjective, open to possibly different interpretations by 
others (Lindenmann 2002, 10).  My interpretation is that the key message ´easiness´ 
concerns words and phrases which describe benefits for clients and it was used in 
service and product-based press releases.  Words related to ´grow´ describe changes 
and indicate organisational functions and are connected to the key message 
´effectiveness´ and is connected to press releases on telling statistics. The key message 
´reliability´ is more complicated to identify than the two other ones because it is an 
essential function in the government industry. Words and phrases related to 
administration describe ´reliability´.  
 
I found that counted ten samples of key messages referring to reliable information, 
nine samples of key messages referring to easiness and seven samples of key messages 
referring to effectives (appendix 4). The Office´s key message ´It is easy to do business 
with us´, ´Our information is reliable´ and ´We have a unique effectiveness´ are well 
introduced in press releases and invitations (graph 11). 
 
 
Graph 11. The numbers of press releases and invitations in the categories of the 
Office´s key messages. 
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5.4 Analysing the publicity of the Office 
The analysis on the Office´s publicity is the topic of this chapter (graph 12). I chose 
the framing theory and the media content analysis to investigate the main question how 
well media relations support the Office´s strategic objectives. The framing theory 
focuses on the Office´s publicity. The media content analysis is an appropriate 
approach because the research objectives are news and articles.  
 
 
Graph 12. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
 
I have two data samples in the analysis. The first data sample covers all the online or 
digital news and articles published in 2012. The sample contains 387 hits altogether, 
and my analysis consist tonality, roles, article types and media types. The second data 
includes a sample of 28 news and articles, which is seven per cent of all published 
online or digital news and articles (graph 13).  
 
The sample of 28 news and articles is the primary source, not the secondary source like 
the sample containing all published online or digital news and articles collected from 
M-Brain´s database. The second criterion for selecting 28 pieces of news and articles is 
that the initiative to publish news and articles comes from the Office, or the Office´s 
employer is mentioned, interviewed or quoted. I analysed messages from 28 news and 
articles (appendix 5), but not all published online or digital news and articles. 
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Graph 13. Two data samples in the analysis. 
 
My analysis of all published online or digital news and articles focuses on tonality, role, 
article type and type of media, all of which are components of basic content analysis. 
Tonality is simply classified as ´positive´, ´neutral´ or ´negative´, which is one of the 
most common classifications (Griffin & Michaelson 2005, 4). Tonality is a subjective 
assessment to determine the content but although considered objectively there is a 
possibility that errors occur in M-Update´s web-based analysis.  
 
The tone is neutral almost in all the hits. The other tones, ´positive´, ´negative´ and 
´ambivalent´, altogether three per cent, and thus, is not worth analysing them (graph 
14). The neutral tone is also dominating in 2013 and 2014.  
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Graph 14. The tonality of all the news and articles. 
 
The neutral role is divided into three categories: brief, major part and minor part.5  
´Brief´ means that the Office is mentioned in the news or articles, but it has not such 
an important role as in ´major part´ in which the Office´s expert is interviewed, for 
instance. The division in neutral hits is very similar in 2013 and 2014 (graph 15). 
 
 
Graph 15.  The roles of neutral hits. 
 
                                              
 
5 In Finnish ´ohimenevä´, ´pääosa´ and ´sivuosa´ in the M- Update monitoring and analysing system.  
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In the prominence analysis the factors are article type and publication. Article type is 
divided according to M-Update monitoring and analysing system into six various types:  
 column 
 broad news 
 brief news 
 opinion article 
 general article  
 leader.6   
 
In other words, the prominence of news and articles is determined totally by media´s 
own practises. Brief news dominates all in the Office published news and articles. 
Broad news accounts for a quarter of all published news and articles, and the rest – 
column, opinion article, general article and leader – counts for nine per cent (graph 16). 
The categories of article types in 2012 are parallel to those of 2013 and 2014. 
 
 
Graph 16.  The article type of all the hits. 
 
                                              
 
6 The terms in Finnish are ´kolumni´, ´laaja uutinen´, ´lyhyt uutinen´, ´mielipidekirjoitus´, ´muu artikkeli´ and 
´pääkirjoitus´ in the M-Update monitoring and analysing system. 
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Regional or local media type dominates with 52 per cent of all the published news and 
articles (graph 17). The second biggest media type is national or major media with 25 
per cent of all the published news and articles. The rest, 23 per cent, is shared by 
business or economics, magazine, news agency, online only, organisation, research and 
trade magazine, in which business or economics covers seven per cent. These figures 
are alike in 2013 and 2014. 
 
 
Graph 17.  The media types of all the hits. 
 
The framing theory and content analysis are approaches and tools in my analysis on the 
sample data of the selected 28 news and articles. According to the framing theory 
organisation frames a particular issue or event in such a way that it furthers and 
promotes the interests of the organisation (Cornelissen 2008, 182–184). What issues 
has the Office framed, meaning, how well do media relations support the Office´s 
strategic objectives? I investigated the main question using content analysis by focusing 
the analysis on the presence of the intended messages in articles. The Office has three 
key messages, which are ´It is easy to do business with us´, ´Our information is 
reliable´ and ´We have a unique effectiveness´. How have these messages been 
published? 
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The assessment of key message is not easy to do, and measuring is usually highly 
subjective (Lindenmann 2002, 10). The news in then online business newspaper 
Kauppalehti covers all the Office´s key messages because the news are exactly the same 
as in press releases delivered by RSS feed to the publishing system.7 The news seem to 
be copied judging by the first chapters in the news. The headlines in the news are not 
repeated word by word from the headlines in the press releases, which is reasonable 
when considering the media´s editorial work for its audiences. On the whole, the 
Office´s key messages cover the contents of 28 online and digital news and articles. 
 
Finnish journalists have got used to employing the management of organisations or 
other experts as their primary references (Kuutti 2008, 24.), which is coherent to the 
sample of 28 news and articles. Mr Juha Viertola, Head of Associations and 
Foundations Register, is the most quoted manager and expert of all the Office´s 
employees. He has also been a main source in the sample data of all published news 
and articles. He has, for instance, been interviewed for 10 minutes by Yle Uutiset, the 
news broadcasted by the national broadcasting company, on 10 April. (´Säätiöiden 
asuntokaupat ja valvonta kuohuttavat´ in appendix 5.)  
 
Other managers and experts have been quoted or interviewed once or twice. The 
matrix of the hits with the Office as a main source or where the Office´s employee is 
mentioned, interviewed or quoted is found in appendix 3. Message accuracy is high 
and has no incomplete information, or omissions. The Office has presented itself quite 
well, and the hits referring to the Office as a main source or in which the Office´s 
employee is mentioned, interviewed or quoted total 153 pieces in 2012 which counts 
for  more than a quarter of all the hits.  
 
When analysing framing issues, it is obvious that media has put more effort on issues 
concerning foundations, which seems very reasonable for news catching. For example, 
the media coverage of Stiftelsen för Åbo Akademi (´Åbo Akademi University 
Foundation´) was in the spotlight for three weeks:  
                                              
 
7 The first word in the headline is ´Tiedote´, press release in Finnish. 
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 ´Police requests an explanation from Wallin´8, Karjalainen, 5 April 
 ´Police expects accounts of Wallin’s apartment deals´, YLE News, 16 April 
 ´Investigation of Wallin’s apartment transaction progresses –  prosecutor to 
get involved?´, MTV3 News, 23 April 
 ´Åbo Akademi foundation provides account of business deal´, 
Hufvudstadsbladet, 24 April 
 ´Decision on Wallin apartment deal investigation expected in May´, Turun 
Sanomat 11 May 
 ´Wallin apartment deal investigation nearly completed´, MTV3 News 14 
May 
 ´Investigation may be secret´, Hufvudstadsbladet 17 May 
 ´No preliminary investigation to be launched on Wallin’s apartment sale´, 50 
different media sources, 24 May (Annual Report 2012, 19.) 
 
Thanks to media´s framing and also to the Office´s own activity as the supervisory 
authority of foundations, the Office has been many times in the public eye in 2012, and 
one could assume that the Office is now also known for its Register of Foundation 
whereas in previous years it was only the Trade Register and patents that dominated 
media attention of the Office. 9 The tone of the news is neutral and the coverage is the 
entire country. If the media has dominated by putting foundations into the agenda, the 
Office has affected framing by releasing news with a statistic point of view, and these 
press releases have a good impact on journalists.  
 
 
5.5 Conducting a survey to journalists 
In the last stage of the development process I examined journalists´ opinions on the 
Office´s media relations (graph 18).  I conducted a survey to journalists in order to get 
                                              
 
8 Headlines of the news are translated from Finnish or Swedish into English by the Office´s translators. The 
translations have been done for the Annual Report 2012. 
9 The Office has monitored for 15 years the media attention by clipping news and articles before it started the 
web-based monitoring. Paper clips are archived in the library at the Office. 
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first-hand information on how well the media relations support the Office´s strategic 
objectives, and how could the Office work well with media relations? I sent the survey 
to five editorial groups which correspond to the Office´s delivering lists in the news 
room service. 28 journalists took part in the survey, and the response rate was very 
small, only 10.8 per cent.  
 
 
Graph 18. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
 
The first question in the survey dealt with channels (graph 19). Press releases, press 
conferences and interviews are the most important channels (from 20 to 26 responses). 
The organisation´s websites, news released by media and newsletters are important 
channels in searching for themes and materials for news and articles (from 13 to 17 
responses). Twitter and Facebook are less important channels (from 5 to 7 responses), 
and the organisation´s news rooms on websites are the most unimportant channel (2 
responses). 
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Graph 19.  The number of responses in choosing channels to search  
for themes and materials for news and articles. 
 
One question in the survey explains how journalists use the Office´s press releases 
(graph 20). Nine respondents found the Office´s press releases useful; whereas nine 
respondents think that they have no use for them. Eight respondents think that the 
Office´s press releases are quite useful for them. Only one respondent finds the 
Office´s press releases very useful, and for one respondent they have no use at all.  
 
Respondents were able to write an opinion on how useful the Office´s press releases 
are for them. Eleven respondents gave reasons for their opinions, and the reasons are 
listed in Finnish in appendix 9. One respondent belonging to the economical media 
finds the Office´s press releases quite useful. For another respondent, who works at a 
national or provincial daily media, the Office´s press releases are useful because 
registration and statistics are important in the society. Two respondents from national 
or provincial daily media write that the Office´s press releases sometimes inform them 
about interesting topics which journalists should write about. One respondent at IT 
and technical media thinks that the Office´s press releases are well focused but the 
Office should point out more connections for broader phenomena than it does. One 
respondent from local media writes that the Office has an important role in Finland. 
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One respondent thinks that the Office´s press releases are quite useless because she or 
he very seldom receives any press releases from the Office. The respondent belongs to 
the media of business organisations. (Graph 20.) 
 
 
Graph 20.  The use of press releases. 
 
Three questions in the survey explain the journalists´ opinions on the contacts made by 
the Office. The journalists were asked at what time of the day they want to receive 
press releases, in the morning or in the afternoon, or in the evening or even during the 
week end. 26 responded to the question, and only one respondent wanted to receive 
press releases in the afternoon. Hence, the other 25 respondents wish to receive press 
releases in the morning. One journalist who wishes to receive press releases belongs to 
the group of IT and technical media. The respondent wrote that the Office´s press 
releases provide clear and focused content but the Office should inform the media 
more about the issues connected to a broader phenomenon. 
 
Two questions in the survey cover the journalists´ opinions on short training courses 
for journalists. 26 respondents of all the 28 respondents answered the question, and 14 
respondents would like to take part in trainings courses organised by the Office. Eight 
respondents think that the Trade Register and financial statements are the most 
interested topics for such short training courses. Three respondents were interested in 
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short trainings courses about the Register of Foundations, and three respondents 
would like to take part in a short training course about trademarks and design. One 
respondent was interested in a short training course about patents. 
 
I wrote a report paper about the findings in the survey (Lehikoinen 2014). I introduced 
the paper at a weekly meeting of the communication and customer service department. 
In the summary of this thesis I will draw a few conclusions and make suggestions for 
the next steps to take in the development of media relations based on findings in the 
survey. I will also introduce key findings and conclusions of all the five stages of the 
development process.  
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6 Summary  
The development of media relations at the Office has been a process in five stages 
(graph 21). In this chapter I will sum up the two-year process and you will be able to 
read about my conclusions on theoretical approaches and key findings and conclusions 
of the development process. I will also be looking at the future by proposing the next 
steps to take in the development of media relations, and I will also be evaluating my 
research process and my own learning in this chapter.  
 
 
Graph 21. The development process. 
 
 
6.1 Conclusions on theoretical approaches 
I had two main objectives and questions in my research on developing media relations. 
The first question was how could the Office work well with media relations? The 
second question was how well media relations support the Office´s strategic objectives. 
I approached the first question by designing an internal process for planning and 
leading media relations. I have improved the methods for delivery and monitoring 
which were the first stages in the development process (graph 22). I also investigated 
the question I conducted a survey to journalists which was the final stage in the 
process (graph 22).  The second main question I approached by analysing how 
messages delivered from the Office support the strategic objectives and the publicity 
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that the Office has achieved. I investigated the question in the stages three to five in 
the development process (graph 22). 
 
 
Graph 22. The main questions connected to the stages in the development process. 
 
Two main questions have been conducted my focus during a two-year period. The 
research time was long and its character transformational. Changes were implemented 
gradually through different stages and interrelated initiatives (Green 2007, 21). This has 
been an action research, where the goal was to collaboratively produce practical 
knowledge useful to people in their everyday lives. (Daymon & Holloway 2011, 197.)   
 
I had a double role as a researcher and communications manager which was an 
advantage for comprehending organisational possibilities, such as leading the 
development process of media relations at the Office. The double role also had 
disadvantages: as a researcher I tried to pursue objectivity but was I too close to my 
subject? Are my findings and conclusions skewed by my subjectivity? If I considered 
these questions from the perspective of a realistic research theory, my investigation 
would be imperfect. In realism the subjective nature of research is recognised, and I 
am aware of my simultaneous role in the research.  
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The theoretical framework stands as a paradigm of realism, and I approached media 
relations by applying a framing theory. It was a useful perspective for investigating the 
Office´s press releases and invitations, and published news and articles. I put theory 
into practice when I investigated the research material with a media content analysis, 
and also in the survey for journalists. The framing theory and media content analysis 
allowed mw to evaluate how well media relations support the Office´s strategic 
objectives. 
 
The data used in the research was both quantitative and qualitative. The data analysis 
was connected to the stages three to five in the development process; analysing the 
Office´s press releases, invitations and publicity, and journalists´ opinions on the 
Office´s media relations (Graph 23). 
 
 
Graph 23. The quantitative and qualitative data in the development process. 
 
In stage four (graph 23) I collected data by M-Brain´s web-based monitoring and 
analysing system, and in stage five (graph 23) by conducting a survey for journalists. 
The web-based data is from 2012, and the survey was carried out in 2014. What is the 
reliability of the data? I think that the data collected by M-Brain´s web-based 
monitoring and analysing system is objective, even if there is a possibility of human 
error in the analysis of individual articles and news. In other words, subjectivity also 
concerns quantitative data. Errors might have appeared also when I combined 
different qualitative and quantitative data but the errors are not significant enough to 
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make difference in the conclusions. The findings and conclusion of the survey are 
approximate because only 28 journalists responded, and the response rate was very 
small, only 10.8 per cent.  
 
I applied a media content analysis based on Toni L. Griffin´s and David Michaelson´s 
article ´A New Model for Media Content Analysis´ (Griffin & Michaelson 2005) for 
analysing press releases, invitations, news and articles. I selected a basic content, 
message and tonality analysis from Griffin´s and Michaelson´s list of eight approaches. 
In my analysis of in all published online or digital news and articles I focused on 
tonality, role, article type and type of media, which are the components of basic 
content analysis.  
 
I also applied a method for analysing key messages from Thomas Slätis´s report 
´Mediaseuranta ja -analyysi tapausministeröiden viestinnässä´ (Slätis 2007). I designed 
evaluation criteria for this research, which are based on my broader understanding 
about the Office´s functions.  The evaluation of key message is not easy to do and it is 
extremely important to recognise that measuring is usually highly subjective, and open 
to possibly different interpretations by others (Lindenmann 2002, 10).  I analysed key 
messages by investigating the words ´effectivness´, ´easiness´ and ´reliability´ (appendix 
4) which are the key words in the Office´s communication strategy. The objective of 
my evaluation on key messages was to discover generalisations.  
 
 
6.2 Key findings and conclusions 
My research objective for developing media relations at the Office was to investigate 
how the Office could work well with media relations and how well media relations 
support the Office´s strategic objectives. My practical objective in the two-year 
development process was to implement changes after the analysis of data.  
 
The development process included five stages: to design an internal process for 
planning and leading media relations, to improve methods for delivery press releases 
and invitations and monitoring publicity, to comprehend press releases and invitations 
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and to conduct a survey to journalists (graph 24). Each of the stages overlapped with 
the others as I reflected and learnt during the development process. In addition to the 
development of media relations, I improved customer communication on the website 
at www.prh.fi, which also affected the development of media relations. 
 
 
Graph 24. The development process in five stages. 
 
The objective in the first stage of the development process was to design an internal 
process for planning and leading media relations (graph 24). The internal process 
focused on press releases and their production, delivery and evaluation, and included 
three stages. The result of the first development stage was a first communication 
process ever designed at the Office (appendix 2). To comprehend the communication 
process I provided guidelines with practical advice, and introduced them to the experts 
in internal training courses and published them on the Office´s intranet. 
 
Simultaneously with designing the communication process I designed a 
communications calendar (appendix 3) for planning and leading media relations and 
current affairs´ communications at the Office. The calendar contains delivery channels 
and forums, timetables and persons in charge of informing issues at the departments 
and units.  The content in the calendar is frequently updated; at weekly meetings by the 
communications and customer service department, as well as at monthly meetings by 
the co-ordination group of the Office´s communications, marketing and customer 
service.  
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The internal process together with the communications calendar has had a huge impact 
on the activity to produce press releases. For many years media relations had been 
carried out without any specific goals and documented mutual understanding, and 
through the internal process media relations became more noticeable at the Office. 
Due to the design of the process and internal training courses, which are used as tools 
for mounting the process to the experts who are contacted by journalists, media 
relations started to have a certain frequency internally at the Office, and thus media 
relations also became salience.  
 
The second stage in the development process also simultaneously carried out with 
designing the internal process for planning and leading media relations, was to improve 
methods for delivering press releases and monitoring news and articles (graph 24).  
Efficient methods to deliver press releases and to monitor publicity support the 
internal process for planning and leading media relations, but also support the 
production of press releases.  
 
As a result of the second stage in the development process, the methods for delivery 
were altered by changing the agency providing the delivery system and by launching a 
new service for media on the Office´s website. The service is called a news room 
service and it also includes delivery system for which I also provided contact lists. I 
also changed the monitoring system in the second stage of the development process. 
The new system produces data on all the hits, including hits by the initiative of the 
Office and other organisations.  
 
The third stage in the development process was to analyse press releases and 
invitations which the Office had delivered to the media (graph 24). The Office has 
delivered more than in previous years press releases and invitations to press 
conferences in 2012 and 2013. During the development process I concentrated on 
increasing the number of press releases, and it is very comprehensible that the number 
of delivered material in 2012 was 44 pieces altogether and 40 pieces in 2013, i.e. almost 
the double than in 2011.  I have analysed key messages in press releases and invitations 
by investigating the words ´effectiveness´, ´easiness´ and ´reliability´ (appendix 4) 
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which are the key words in the Office´s communication strategy.  I found that the key 
messages are well introduced in the press releases and invitations. 
 
The fourth stage in the development process was to analyse the Office´s publicity 
(graph 24).  My general findings were that the Office has no problems with coverage 
and visibility in the media. Media coverage refers to the entire country, and the 
publicity for example in 2012 according to the web-based monitoring system was 387 
hits of published online or digital news and articles. The tone is neutral in almost all the 
hits, which is a reasonable finding when compared to the research of the Office´s role 
in social media in 2013 (Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus. Sosiaalisen median 
kartoitusanalyysi, 2013).10  Findings seem to be quite general and global, and reflect 
perhaps our fact-based culture and maybe the conventional role of the Finnish news 
media as reporters of facts (Luoma-aho & Uskali & Heinonen & Ainamo 2011, 50–
51).  
 
Brief news and articles dominate the Office´s published news and articles which is also 
in line with the Office´s neutral role. Regional or local types of media dominate all the 
published news and articles. The second biggest is national or major type of media with 
a quarter of all the published news and articles. Media type is in line with the Office´s 
role as a national organisation. Each press release put out by the Office in 2012 - and 
even in 2013 - has made an impact on the media. The media coverage in 2012 was 
good. This was partly on account of the main news which was the Office´s role as a 
supervising authority of foundations.  
 
The media coverage of the other issues is not as broad as in the cases concerning 
foundations, and it is coherent to journalistic work to release news.  Business media, 
like Kauppalehti, have been very active in covering the Office´s issues, and so has 
many provincial newspapers, like Turun Sanomat. The national broadcasting company, 
Yle, , as well as MTV3 Uutiset have interviewed the Office´s employees several times. 
                                              
 
10 The paper on social media is confidential. 
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The news in online business newspaper Kauppalehti covers all the Office´s key 
messages because the news are exactly the same as the press releases which are 
delivered by RSS feed to the publishing system. The accuracy of the message is high 
and the Office has not has any difficulties in message accuracy although the subjects of 
the Office´s issues might be complicated for journalists.  
 
In the last stage of the development process (graph 24) the focus in my research was 
journalists´ opinions on the Office´s media relations. I designed a survey in which 28 
journalists took part. The key finding was that press releases, press conferences and 
interviews are the most important channels in the journalists´ work. According to the 
survey 26 respondents of all 28 respondents evaluate press releases as the most 
important tool for journalists in their search of themes and materials for news and 
articles. The finding correlates, for example, with the survey conducted in 2012 by 
ePressi.com, where 813 journalists responded to the survey, and over 90 per cent of 
the respondents found the press releases very useful, useful or quite useful in their 
work (Raportti ePressi.comin toimittajakyselystä, 02/2013, 2).  
 
In the survey conducted for this study, two respondents selected organisation’s news 
rooms on the website as their channels in search of themes and materials for their 
news and articles. 26 respondents passed this channel, and thus, the organisation’s 
news rooms on the website was the most unimportant channel. If these responses are 
compared to the number of visits in the Office´s news room, one conclude that the 
respondents in this survey do not use the organisation’s news rooms on the website, 
whereas other journalists who did not take part in the survey use the organisation’s 
news rooms on the website as their channels. For example, in January 2014 more than 
3 000 visits were archived in the monitoring system of the news room (graph 25.)  
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Graph 25.  The number of visits in the Office´s news room from January 2013 to 
February 2014. 
 
The survey did not include questions about the journalist´s personal email because in 
the survey conducted by ePressi.com the finding was so evident:  email is the most 
important channel in journalist´s work. More than 400 respondents think that personal 
email is very important and about 250 think it is important (Raportti ePressi.comin 
toimittajakyselystä 02/2013, 3). The Office has used the finding by ePressi.com in its 
daily routines as I have listed both the journalist´s personal email address and a shared 
email address to the media. Thus, press releases are sent to the both addresses. 
 
The Office´s press releases are either useful or useless in the journalists´ work 
depending on the role of the media. A respondent of the business media finds the 
Office´s press releases quite useful. For example, one respondent who works in the 
national or provincial daily media thinks that the Office´s press releases are useful 
because registration and statistics are important issues in the society. Two respondents 
from national or provincial daily media wrote that the Office´s press releases 
sometimes inform them about interesting topics that journalists should write about. 
One respondent at IT and technical media thinks that the Office´s press releases are 
well focused but the Office should emphasize more connections leading to broader 
phenomena.  The majority of the respondents in the survey wish to get information 
about specialists who are responsible at their respective fields at the Office.  Some of 
the respondents are interested in taking part in short training courses by the Office. 
The Trade Register and financial issues are the most interested topics. 
 
Three questions cover the journalists´ opinions on contacts by the Office. Journalists 
were asked at what time of the day they want to receive press releases, in the morning 
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or in the afternoon, or in the evening or even during the weekend. 26 responded to the 
question, and only one respondent wanted to receive press releases in the afternoon. 
Hence, the other 25 respondents wish to receive press releases in the morning. One 
journalist who wishes to receive press releases belongs to the group of IT and technical 
media. The respondent has written that the Office´s press releases have a clear and 
focused content but the Office should inform the media more about issues connected 
to broader phenomena. 
 
The finding of the survey corresponds to the findings of the survey conducted by 
ePressi.com. According to the survey, the best time of a day is in the morning from 7 
o´clock to noon from Monday to Friday. The most unpopular time for receiving press 
releases is Friday afternoon. Journalists want to have time to write the news and 
therefore afternoons are an appropriate time to receive press releases. (Raportti 
ePressi.comin toimittajakyselystä 02/2013, 7.) 
 
 
6.3 Suggestions for the next steps in the development of media relations 
One role of communication is to manage change, and thus communication itself has to 
change in order to tackle changes. This development process does not end with this 
chapter; on the contrary, improvements and development which I have adopted in 
addition to this thesis are solid ground for the next stages in developing media relations 
at the Office. 
 
One of the new stages, an improvement of the content in press releases, has already 
begun in 2014. The Office produces data by its basic functions relating to the Trade 
Register, the Register of Foundations and the Register of Associations, and also to 
granting patents, utility models, trademarks and designs. The data has been processed 
into statistics published on the Office´s website. The statistics have in turn been 
processed into press releases since the beginning of 2014. The strategic objective in 
statistical communication is to inform the public about ´business information which is 
effectively used by society´, as the mission of the Office says. 
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Statistical press releases are sent to media approximately twice a month and they are 
included in the communications calendar (appendix 3). I have planned themes and 
timetables of press releases in collaboration with specialists who are also responsible of 
producing data and writing press releases which I then comment and edit. I have 
designed templates for different kinds of press releases, and it should therefore be very 
easy to write a press release. This process will continue by improving messages and 
infographics published on the Office´s website. The process itself will also continue to 
be improved. 
 
Some minor improvements must be made in the near future, for instance information 
about the experts who are responsible of different fields at the Office should be 
published in the Office´s news room.  This improvement was confirmed in the survey 
which I conducted to journalists. In the survey, some of the respondents were 
interested in taking part in short training courses organised by the Office, and the 
Trade Register and financial issues were the most interested topics. Short training 
courses are at any rate worth trying.  
 
 
6.4 Evaluations of the research process and my own learning 
This thesis has been a long process lasting two years from 2012 to 2014. This has been 
an interesting time because I have concentrated profoundly on media relations.  The 
purpose of this thesis has been fulfilled because I have not only developed media 
relations at the Office but also widen my knowledge on theories and methodologies on 
media relations, and thus, I have obtained ´wider and deeper horizon´ to plan, execute, 
lead and develop media relations and support the Office´s strategic objectives. My 
journalistic knowledge and views to propose news to media have also improved during 
the development process. 
 
One of my main concerns during the long development process has been how to avoid 
fragmentation in the research, and how to keep the process going and improving.  I 
have led the process by planning my work at the Office ´step by step´.  The process 
has not been an official project planned and led by the Office´s project tactics and 
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tools, instead, I have included it as a part of the annual planning of communication, 
and thus, the process has been a part of daily activities and routines. 
 
This thesis has been an action research where I have had a double role as a researcher 
and a communications manager. The role has been an advantage in comprehending 
organisational possibilities, for example in leading the development process of media 
relations. The double role unfortunately also has its disadvantages. As a researcher I 
should have an objective perspective, but I failed to take enough distance to my own 
work. 
 
Therefore now when I am writing this final chapter, I am wondering, what if I had 
chosen my research subject from another organisation. Could I have achieved more 
relevant findings to the Office´s media relations than I have done? Also, it might have 
been more useful to work at in organisation where English is used as working language 
and whereupon organisational terminology and research data had been in English too. 
Instead, I have been doing double work with Finnish and English because the data is 
only in Finnish, as well as many of the references. 
 
I am summing up this thesis by thanking all my colleagues at the Office with whom I 
have developed media relations, and especially Ms Oili Metsänheimo, chief translator, 
who has revised the grammar of my text. 
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Appendices  
Appendix 1. List of media monitored by M-Update  
National media 
1. Helsingin Sanomat 
2. Hufvudstadsbladet 
3. Iltalehti 
4. Ilta– Sanomat 
5. Kansan Uutiset 
6. Kauppalehti 
7. Maaseudun Tulevaisuus 
8. MTV3-uutiset 
9. Nelosen uutiset 
10. Prima  
11. Suomen Kuvalehti 
12. Suomenmaa Verkkoapila 
13. Talouselämä 
14. Talouslehti 
15. Taloussanomat 
16. Tekniikka & Talous 
17. Tietoviikko 
18. Uusi Suomi 
19. Vihreä Lanka 
20. YLE-uutiset 
 
Provincial or local media 
1. Aamulehti 
2. Borgåbladet & Östra Nyland 
3. Etelä-Suomen Sanomat 
4. Ilkka 
5. Kaleva 
6. Kainuun Sanomat 
7. Karjalainen 
8. KP24: Keskipohjanmaa –  Kalajokilaakso –  Haapavesi –  Kokkola –  Lestijoki –  
Nivala –  Perhonjokilaakso –  Selänne –  Vieskalainen 
9. Lapin Kansa 
10. Länsi-Savo 
11. Pohjalainen 
12. Satakunnan Kansa 
13. Savon Sanomat 
14. Turun Sanomat 
15. Vasabladet 
16. Västra Nyland 
17. Åbo Underrättelser 
18. Ålandstidningen 
19. Österbottens Tidning 
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Appendix 2. An internal process for planning and leading media relations 
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Appendix 3. Communication calendar 
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Appendix 4. Headlines and the first chapters in press releases and invitations  
Strategic objective ´effectiveness´ is blue, ´easiness´ red and ´reliability´ green 
Headlines are bolded.  
Uusia asunto-osakeyhtiöitä kaupparekisteriin 16 prosenttia enemmän kuin 
aikaisemmin 
Viime vuonna uusia asunto-osakeyhtiöitä rekisteröitiin kaupparekisteriin 1 151 
kappaletta. Kasvua edelliseen vuoteen on peräti 16 prosenttia. Uusia yrityksiä 
rekisteröitiin 31 229 kappaletta. Määrä kasvoi kaksi prosenttia edellisestä vuodesta.  
 
YTJ:n tieto- ja asiointipalvelujen suosio edelleen kasvussa  
Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen ja Verohallinnon yhteisessä YTJ-tietopalvelussa tehtiin 
viime vuonna yli 17 miljoonaa yritystietohakua. Määrä on kasvanut yli puolitoista 
prosenttia edellisvuodesta.  
 
Liittomuotoisten yhdistysten rekisteröinti nopeutuu 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus ottaa käyttöön 14. helmikuuta 2012 uuden asiointipalvelun, 
Liittokaistan. Palvelu on osa sähköistä ilmoitusta yhdistysrekisteriin ja se nopeuttaa 
liittomuotoisten yhdistysten perus- ja sääntömuutosilmoitusten käsittelyä Patentti- ja 
rekisterihallituksessa.  
 
Yrityskiinnitysasioissa 10 prosentin kasvu 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen yrityskiinnitysrekisteriin merkittiin vuonna 2011 runsaat 
6 000 erilaista yrityskiinnitysasiaa, joka 10 prosenttia enemmän kuin vuonna 2010.  
 
Patenttihakemuksista yli 90 prosenttia sähköisiä 
Kaikista patenttihakemuksista jätettiin sähköisesti 94 prosenttia vuonna 2011. Määrä 
kasvoi lähes neljä prosenttiyksikköä edellisvuodesta. Kaupparekisteri-ilmoituksia ja 
tilinpäätöksiä jätettiin sähköisesti yhteensä hieman yli puolet kaikista ilmoituksista. 
Tavaramerkki-ilmoituksia ja yhdistysrekisteri-ilmoituksia tehtiin molempia sähköisesti 
reilut 46 prosenttia.  
 
Suomi liittyy tavaramerkkien Euroopan laajuiseen TMview-nettitietopalveluun 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen ja Latvian patenttiviraston tavaramerkkitietokannat on 
lisätty tavaramerkkien Euroopan laajuiseen nettitietopalveluun, TMview-palveluun. Se 
tarjoaa ilmaisen pääsyn parinkymmenen tavaramerkkiviraston 
tavaramerkkitietokantoihin. Palvelu on käytettävissä myös suomen ja ruotsin kielillä. 
Nyt kun yli 200 000 suomalaista ja latvialaista merkkiä lisätään palveluun, se tarjoaa 
tarkasteltavaksi yhteensä yli 6,8 miljoonaa tavaramerkkiä.  
 
Siirtymäaika maallikkotilintarkastajien käyttöön osakeyhtiöissä päättyy 
Osakeyhtiöt eivät voi enää valita niin sanottua maallikkotilintarkastajaa tänä vuonna 
päättyvälle tilikaudelle, kun koska vuonna 2007 uudistetussa tilintarkastuslaissa 
vanhoilla osakeyhtiöille tähän annettu siirtymäaika päättyy. Tilintarkastajaksi voidaan 
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valita nyt vain KHT-  tai HTM-tilintarkastaja. Kuntiin tai kuntayhtymiin liittyvissä 
erityistilanteissa myös JHTT-tilintarkastaja tulee kysymykseen. 
 
Riihi säätiön lakkauttaminen hovioikeudessa 
Helsingin hovioikeudessa alkaa tänään maanantaina 7.5.2012 suullinen pääkäsittely 
Riihi säätiön lakkauttamista koskevassa asiassa.  
 
Säätiöiden säännöt nyt saatavilla sähköisenä Virrestä 
Virre-tietopalvelusta saa nyt myös säätiörekisteriin merkittyjen säätiöiden säännöt 
sähköisenä. Sähköiset säännöt voi ostaa palvelun Otteet ja yhteisösäännöt –haulla heti 
katsottavaksi. Sähköiset säännöt maksavat 4,92 € ja ne voi ostaa pankkitunnuksin tai 
luottokortilla. 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus: Ei tarvetta toimenpiteisiin Wallinin asuntokauppa-
asiassa  
Ministeri Wallinin asuntokauppa-asia ei anna aihetta säätiövalvonnan toimenpiteisiin.  
 
Taustainfo: Ajankohtaista säätiövalvonnasta ti 22.5.2012 klo 10– 11  
Säätiöiden toiminta ja toiminnan valvonta ovat viime aikoina herättäneet runsaasti 
keskustelua julkisuudessa. Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus toimii säätiöasioissa 
rekisteriviranomaisena ja valvoo säätiöiden toimintaa. Taustainfossa valotamme 
tarkemmin Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen roolia ja tehtäviä ja säätiövalvonnan 
tehostamistoimia. 
 
Hyvin suunniteltu toiminimi tukee yrityksen liiketoimintaa 
Hyvä toiminimi on iskevä ja jää helposti mieleen. Keksinnöllisellä ja omaperäisellä 
toiminimellä yritys saa heti etumatkaa muihin samankaltaisella alalla toimiviin. 
Toiminimelle voi menestyvässä yrityksessä muodostua myös huomattavaa taloudellista 
arvoa.  
 
Uusia yrityksiä rekisteröitiin viisi prosenttia vähemmän kuin viime vuonna 
Tammi-kesäkuussa tänä vuonna on rekisteröity 16 688 uutta yritystä ja asunto- 
osakeyhtiötä kaupparekisteriin. Määrä on viisi prosenttia vähemmän kuin vuonna 2011 
vastaavaan aikaan.  
 
Mitä tietoja on yrityksistä julkisesti saatavilla kaupparekisterissä? 
Yrityksen on ilmoitettava kaupparekisteriin ainakin yksi osoitetieto: joko käyntiosoite 
tai postiosoite. Postiosoite voi olla postilokero-osoite. Muita yrityksen yhteystietoja ei 
kaupparekisteriin tarvitse ilmoittaa.  
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen puolivuotistilasto: Sähköisiä ilmoituksia 
huomattavasti enemmän kuin viime vuonna  
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitukseen tehtyjen sähköisten ilmoitusten osuus kaikista 
ilmoituksista on lisääntynyt vuoden ensimmäisellä puoliskolla. Erityisesti 
yhdistysrekisterin sähköinen ilmoittaminen jatkaa kasvuaan. 
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Kaupparekisteritietojen hakumäärät kasvoivat Virre-tietopalvelussa 12 
prosenttia 
Kaupparekisteritietojen hakuja tehtiin tämän vuoden tammi-kesäkuussa yli 360 000 
kappaletta. Määrä on 12 prosenttia enemmän kuin viime vuonna vastaavaan aikaan.  
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus antaa tietoa yrityksille brändin rakentamisen tueksi 
Alihankinta–messuilla 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus on Alihankinta-messuilla 18.– 20.9.2012 Tampereen Messu-  
ja Urheilukeskuksessa.  PRH antaa tietoa yrityksille siitä, kuinka ne voivat ottaa parhaan 
mahdollisen hyödyn PRH:n palveluista brändinsä rakentamisessa.  
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus antaa tietoa brändin rakentamisen tueksi 
Markkinointiviestinnän Viikolla 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus on Markkinointiviestinnän Viikolla 26.–27.9.2012 Wanhassa 
Satamassa Helsingissä. PRH antaa tietoa siitä, kuinka PRH:n palveluista voi ottaa 
parhaan mahdollisen hyödyn brändin rakentamisessa. Hyvin suunniteltu yritysnimi, 
hyvä tavaramerkki, huipputason patentoidut tekniset ratkaisut ja suojattu muotoilu ovat 
keskeisiä brändin rakentamisvälineitä.  
 
Puheenvuoro Markkinointiviestinnän Viikolla: Erotu joukosta – IPR avuksi 
brändin rakentamiseen to 27.9. klo 14.50 alkaen, paikkana Sali C 
Viestintäasiantuntija Olli Ilmarinen Patentti–  ja rekisterihallituksesta pitää 
puheenvuoron to 27.9. klo 14.50–15.20 aiheenaan Erotu joukosta – IPR avuksi 
brändin rakentamiseen. Ilmarinen kertoo, kuinka PRH:n palveluista voi ottaa parhaan 
mahdollisen hyödyn brändin rakentamisessa. Hyvin suunniteltu yritysnimi, hyvä 
tavaramerkki, huipputason patentoidut tekniset ratkaisut ja suojattu muotoilu ovat 
keskeisiä brändin rakentamisvälineitä.  
 
Tavaramerkkien luokkaotsikoissa Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen tekemä 
täsmennys voimaan tänään 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus on täsmentänyt tavaramerkkien tavara- ja palveluluettelon 
luokkaotsikoiden käyttöä tästä päivästä, 1. lokakuuta 2012 alkaen. Hakijan tulee tästä 
päivästä lähtien selvyyden vuoksi hakemuksessaan nimenomaisesti ilmoittaa, jos hän 
luokkaotsikkoa käyttämällä haluaa hakemuksensa kattavan kaikki kyseisen luokan 
Nizzan aakkoselliseen luetteloon hakemushetkellä sisältyvät tavarat tai palvelut. Jos 
hakija ei ole tehnyt näin, Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus katsoo hakemuksen kattavan vain 
kyseisen luokkaotsikon sisältämien yksittäisten termien sanamerkitysten mukaiset 
tavarat tai palvelut.  
 
Avoin yleisöluento tavaramerkeistä to 4.10.2012 klo 14–16 Patentti-  ja 
rekisterihallituksessa 
Oman tavaramerkin suojaaminen rekisteröinnillä on yritystoiminnan ja markkinoinnin 
perusasioita. Järjestämme maksuttoman yleisöluennon tavaramerkin suojaamisesta. 
Luennolla käydään lyhyesti läpi perusasioita tavaramerkistä ja sen suojaamisesta.  
 
Suomessa haettu patenttihakemus käsitellään nopeutetusti Israelissa 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus on solminut Patent Prosecution Highway -sopimuksen 
Israelin patenttiviraston (ILPO) kanssa. Sopimus astuu voimaan 15.10.2012.  
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Kaikkien aikojen ensimmäinen WIPO-muotoilupalkinto suomalaiselle Planmed 
Oy:lle –  Palkinto korostaa mallisuojan tärkeyttä 
YK:n alajärjestö The World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) palkitsi 
suomalaisen Planmed Oy:n kaikkien aikojen ensimmäisellä WIPO Design Awardilla. 
WIPOn pääjohtaja Francis Gurry ja Patentti-  ja rekisterihallituksen pääjohtaja Rauni 
Hagman ojensivat palkinnon torstaina 11.10.2012 Finlandia-talolla pidetyssä 
suomalaisen patentin 170-vuotisjuhlaseminaarissa.  
 
Suomi ja Kiina käyvät yhdessä patenttiruuhkien kimppuun 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus on solminut Kiinan patenttiviraston kanssa sopimuksen, 
joka mahdollistaa tietojen vaihdon virastojen välillä ja patenttihakemusten nopeamman 
käsittelyn. Kiina on noussut maailman johtavaksi patenttivaltioksi. Kiinan 
patenttivirastoon jätettiin viime vuonna yli puoli miljoonaa uutta patenttihakemusta, 
mikä on enemmän kuin missään muussa maassa. Suomalaiset tekevät Kiinaan yli tuhat 
patenttihakemusta vuodessa  
 
Hyödyllisyysmalli otettiin Suomessa käyttöön 20 vuotta sitten ensimmäisenä 
Pohjoismaissa 
Vuonna 1992 Suomi otti patentin rinnalla käyttöön hyödyllisyysmallin. 
Hyödyllisyysmalli oli silloin jo monessa maassa käytössä, mutta Pohjoismaissa Suomi 
oli ensimmäinen. Kahdessa vuosikymmenessä se on vakiinnuttanut paikkansa niin 
yksityisten kuin yritysten keksintöjen suojaamisessa.  
 
Yrityksen ei tarvitse ilmoittaa kaupparekisteriin kotipaikan muutosta 
Vuoden 2013 alussa toteutuu kymmenen kuntaliitosta, joissa on mukana yhteensä 26 
kuntaa. Yrityksen ei tarvitse tehdä muutosilmoitusta kaupparekisteriin kuntaliitoksen 
takia, vaan Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus päivittää yrityksen muuttuneen kotipaikkatiedon 
viran puolesta. Päivitys on maksutonta. Lakkautetun kunnan nimi saa edelleen säilyä 
yrityksen toiminimessä.  
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Appendix 5. The sample data of 28 hits with prints screens 
 
Print screen 7.3.2013  
 www.ts.fi/uutiset/talous/308373/Asuntoosakeyhtioita+perustettiin+runsaasti+lisaa 
 
Print screen 7.3.2013  
http://www.kauppalehti.fi/5/i/yritykset/lehdisto/stt– info/tiedote.jsp?selected=kaikki&oid=20120201/13291138859810 
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Print screen 30.4.2013 
 http://www.kauppalehti.fi/5/i/yritykset/lehdisto/stt– info/tiedote.jsp?selected=kaikki&oid=20120201/13291996464600 
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Print screen 
7.3.2013  
http://yle.fi/uutiset/suomalainen_kuuluu_keskimaarin_kolmeen_yhdistykseen/3361610 
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Print screen 7.3.2013  
http://www.hs.fi/politiikka/Patentti– +ja+rekisterihallitus+seuraa+poliisin+Wallin– selvityksi%25C3%25A4/a1305559386281 
 
 
Print screen 20.5.2013 / http://areena.yle.fi/tv/1515907 / Ylen aamu– tv 10.4.2012 klo 7.46, 10 minutes 
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Print screen 30.4.2013  
 http://www.ts.fi/uutiset/talous/332765/Oikeusoppinut+Abo+Akademin+saatiota+kaytetty+peittelyyn 
 
 
Print screen 30.4.2013  
http://www.kauppalehti.fi/5/i/yritykset/lehdisto/stt– info/tiedote.jsp?selected=kaikki&oid=20120401/13340486328110 
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Print screen 30.4.2013  
 http://www.kauppalehti.fi/5/i/yritykset/lehdisto/stt– info/tiedote.jsp?selected=kaikki&oid=20120401/13351805031100 
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Print screen 7.3.2013 
 http://yle.fi/uutiset/kakkonen_saatiot_ja_ay– liike_nyt_vaalirahoituksen_suurin_ongelma/6075861 
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Print screen 29.4.2013  
http://www.kauppalehti.fi/omayritys/maallikkotilintarkastajat+siirtyvat+historiaan/201205166927 
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Print screen 30.4.2013  
 http://www.kaleva.fi/uutiset/oulu/riihi– saation– lakkautuspaatoksen– puiminen– alkaa– hovissa/592383/ 
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Print screen 30.4.2013  
 http://www.mtv3.fi/uutiset/45min/jaksot.shtml?1549111 
 
 
Print screen 30.4.2013  / http://www.hs.fi/politiikka/Patentti– 
+ja+rekisterihallitus+Wallinin+asuntokauppa+ei+vaadi+toimia/a1305570823374 
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Print screen 30.4.2013  
 http://yle.fi/uutiset/nokialla_voimassa_321_suomalaista_patenttia/6199281 
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Print screen 30.4.2013  
http://www.taloussanomat.fi/yritykset/2012/07/12/yrityksia– syntyy– vahemman– kuin– viime– vuonna/201233370/12 
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Print screen 30.34.2013 / http://www.ts.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/370642/Naantali+suojasi+Virallisen+Unikekonsa+tavaramerkilla 
 
 
Print screen 7.3.2013 
http://www.hs.fi/paivanlehti/#mielipide/Kaupparekisteritietojen+muutoksista+saa+tiedon+h%C3%A4lytyspalvelun+avulla/a1344917290
673 
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 Print screen 7.3.2013  
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Print screen 30.4.2013  
http://yle.fi/uutiset/kiroilematon_putkimies_huomataan/6282508 
 
 
Print screen 30.4.2013  
http://www.hs.fi/paivanlehti/#mielipide/Yhdistysrekisterin+k%C3%A4sittelyajat+liian+pitki%C3%A4/a1346900849773 
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Prin screen 30.4.2013  
http://www.kauppalehti.fi/5/i/yritykset/lehdisto/cision/tiedote.jsp?selected=kaikki&oid=20121001/13499433384450 
 
 
Print screen 7.3.2013 
http://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/insinooriuutiset/suomessa+haettu+patenttihakemus+kasitellaan+nopeutetusti+israelissa/a846052 
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Print screen 30.4.2013  
http://yle.fi/uutiset/hovioikeus_riihisaatiota_ei_lakkauteta/6358109 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Print screen 7.3.2013  
http://www.talouselama.fi/uutiset/uusi+maailmanjarjestys++suomalaiset+tekevat+kiinaan+yli+1000+patenttihakemusta+vuodessa/a21548
92 
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Print screen 30.4.2013 
http://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/innovaatiot/quotpikkupatenttejaquot+jaettu+suomessa+20+vuotta++metso+listan+karjessa/a857196 
 
 
 
Print screen 7.3.2013 
 http://www.mtv3.fi/uutiset/kotimaa.shtml/2012/12/1673003/fiskarsin– saksilla– fazerin– sinisella– ja– huoneistokeskuksella– yllattava– 
yhteys– – – arvaatko– mika 
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 Print screen 7.3.2013  
 http://www.hs.fi/politiikka/My%25C3%25B6s+Patentti– +ja+rekisterihallitus+perehtyy+Wallinin+kauppoihin/a1305559322491 
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Appendix 6. Hits in which the Office is the main source  
The 
Office´s 
initiative 
(number 
of hits) 
Media´s 
initiative 
(number 
of hits) 
Headline Date Media The main source  
 
 1 Kaupparekisterin asiakirjojen 
saatavuudessa katkos ke 25.1. klo 17 
alkaen 
20.1. www.kauppalehti 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
6  Asunto–osakeyhtiöitä 
kaupparekisteriin 16 prosenttia 
enemmän kuin aikaisemmin 
8.2. www.kauppalehti 
Aamulehti, Savon Sanomat, Turun 
Sanomat, Vasabladet, Österbottens 
Tidning 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
1  YTJ-tieto-  ja asiointipalvelujen suosi 
edelleen kasvussa 
13.2. www.kauppalehti 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus  
Kirsi Lahtinen 
1  Liittomuotoisten yhdistysten 
rekisteröinti nopeutuu 
14.2. www.kauppalehti 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus  
Vesa Halme 
 1 Suomalainen kuuluu keskimäärin 
kolmeen yhdistykseen  
27.3. Yle Alueelliset uutiset / Oulu Juha Viertola 
 8 Myös Patentti-  ja rekisterihallitus 
perehtyy Wallinin asuntokauppoihin 
4.4. Aamulehti, Helsingin Sanomat, Ilta–
Sanomat, Ilta–Sanomat (E- edition, 
txt) , Kansan Uutiset, KP24: 
Keskipohjanmaa –  Kalajokilaakso –  
Haapavesi –  Kokkola –  Lestijoki –  
Nivala –  Perhonjokilaakso –  
Selänne –  Vieskalainen, YLE– 
uutiset, Österbottens Tidning  
Anna Lauttamus-Kauppila 
 7 Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus seuraa 
poliisin Wallin-selvityksiä 
6.4. Aamulehti + liitteet (E–edition, txt), 
Helsingin Sanomat, 
Hufvudstadsbladet, Länsi– Savo (E– 
edition, PDF) , Pohjalainen (E– 
edition, txt) , Turun Sanomat (E– 
edition), Keskipohjanmaa 
Juha Viertola 
 1 Säätiöiden asuntokaupat ja valvonta 
kuohuttavat 
10.4. Yle Uutiset Juha Viertola 
 7 Oikeusoppinut: Åbo Akademin 
säätiötä käytetty peittelyyn 
11.4. Ilkka, Ilta– Sanomat (E– edition, txt)  
, KP24: Keskipohjanmaa –  
Kalajokilaakso –  Haapavesi –  
Kokkola –  Lestijoki –  Nivala –  
Perhonjokilaakso –  Selänne –  
Vieskalainen, Pohjalainen , Savon 
Sanomat (E– edition, PDF)  , Turun 
Sanomat, Turun Sanomat (E– 
edition) 
Juha Viertola 
1  Yrityskiinnitysasioissa 10 prosentin 
kasvu 
10.4. www.kauppalehti 
Kauppalehti 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus  
Markku Härkönen 
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1  Lähes kaikki patentit haetaan jo 
sähköisesti  
20.4. www.kauppalehti 
Kauppalehti 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
1  Suomi liittyy tavaramerkkien 
Euroopan laajuiseen TMview- 
nettitietopalveluun 
23.4. www.kauppalehti 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus  
Tuulimarja Myllymäki 
 1 Kakkonen: Säätiöt nyt 
vaalirahoituksen suurin ongelma 
28.4. YLE Uutiset Juha Viertola 
1  Maallikkotilintarkastajat siirtyvät 
historiaan 
3.5. www.yrittajat.fi ,  www.mmy.fi, 
www.uutisaalto.fi, 
www.kauppalehti 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Professor kritisk till stiftelsestöd 5.5. Hufvudstadsbladet Juha Viertola 
4  Riihi–säätiön lakkautuspäätöksen 
puiminen alkaa hovissa 
7.5. www.radiomega 
www.radiopooki 
www.kaleva 
www.kauppalehti 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
3  Framing info of foundations  22.5. Hufvudstadsbladet Svensk 
Presstjänst SPT (FNB) 
Yle Uutiset 
 Juha Viertola 
1  Säätiöiden säännöt nyt saatavilla 
sähköisenä Virrestä 
16.5. www.kauppalehti 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Suomeen yrittäjiä ulkomailta 16.5. MTV3-uutiset Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Oikaisu 19.5. Ilta-Sanomat (E– edition, txt) Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Liitetäänkö mökin ostaja pakolla 
yhdistyksen jäseneksi? 
20.5. Helsingin Sanomat (E– edition) Juha Viertola 
40  Patentti– ja rekisterihallitus: Wallinin 
asuntokauppa ei vaadi toimintaa 
23.5. Yle Uutiset, Helsingin Sanomat ect. Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 3 Avustuspetoksista vankeutta Riihi–
säätiön ex johtajalle 
28.5. Maaseudun Tulevaisuus (E– 
edition, PDF),Hufvudstadsbladet, 
Keskipohjanmaa 
Juha Viertola 
 1 Varo keskeneräisiä tilinpäätöksiä 6.6. Kauppalehti Sakari Kauppinen 
 1 Samaa lyhennettä saa surutta käyttää 
useampikin yhdistys 
20.6. Turun Sanomat Juha Viertola 
 1 Nokialla voimassa 321 suomalaista 
patenttia 
29.6. YLE Uutiset Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Valtion virkamiesjohtajille yhteensä 
yli 100 000 euron bonukset 
4.7. MTV3-uutiset Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
3  Hyvin suunniteltu toiminimi tukee 
yrityksen liiketoimintaa 
5.7. Kauppalehti, Aamuposti, 
Suomen Yrittäjät 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
1  Yrityksiä syntyy vähemmän kuin viime 
vuonna 
12.7. Taloussanomat Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
1  Tänä vuonna rekisteröitiin eniten 
uusia yrityksiä Helsinkiin 
12.7. http://omakaupunki.hs.fi/ Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
1  Mitä tietoja on yrityksestä julkisesti 
saatavilla kaupparekisterissä? 
18.7. Kauppalehti Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Naantali suojasi Virallisen Unikekonsa 23.7. Turun Sanomat (+e– edition) Olli Teerikangas 
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tavaramerkillä 
 1 Applen patenttiriidat USA:ssa: 
Rauni Hagmanin kommentti Tuomas 
Takalon arvioon 
patenttijärjestelmästä  
30.7. Yle Uutiset 
  
Rauni Hagman 
1  PRH:n puolivuotistilasto: Sähköisiä 
ilmoituksia huomattavasti enemmän 
kuin viime vuonna 
1.8. Kauppalehti 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
2  Kaupparekisteritietojen hakumäärät 
kasvoivat Virre-tietopalvelussa 12 
prosenttia 
2.8. Ilkka 
Pohjalainen 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Mielipide: Patentti-  ja 
rekisterihallitus voisi ottaa oppia 
Ruotsista 
12.8. Helsingin Sanomat (+e– edition) Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Kaupparekisteritietojen muutoksista 
saa tiedon hälytyspalvelun avulla 
15.8. Helsingin Sanomat Olli Koikkalainen 
 6 PRH ei lämpene kirjeiden 
lähettämiselle yritysten 
vastuuhenkilöille 
14.8. Keskipohjanmaa, 
Helsingin Sanomat (E– edition), 
Ilkka (E– edition, txt), Ilta– 
Sanomat, Pohjalainen (E– edition, 
txt), Turun Sanomat (E– edition) 
Olli Koikkalainen 
 13 KHO: Hymiölle ei saa tavaramerkkiä 13.8. Aamulehti, Etelä– Suomen 
Sanomat, Helsingin Sanomat, Ilkka, 
Ilta– Sanomat, Karjalainen, Länsi– 
Savo, MTV3– uutiset, Satakunnan 
Kansa, Savon Sanomat, 
Suomenmaa Verkkoapila, 
Talouselämä, Turun Sanomat 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 EU-patentti tulee –  jälleen kerran 31.8. Tekniikka&Talous Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Patenteilla puretaan kilpailija 1.9. T urun Sanomat Kristiina Grönlund 
 1 Kiroilematon putkimies huomataan 5.9.  www YLE Uutiset Savo Tuulimarja Myllymäki 
 1 Yhdistysrekisterin käsittelyajat liian 
pitkiä 
7.9. Helsingin Sanomat (E– edition) Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 x Perussuomalaiset holhoukseen 
Helsingissä 
10.9. STT Mediapankki, Pohjalainen (E– 
edition, txt)  , Turun Sanomat (E– 
edition)   
Juha Viertola 
1  PRH antaa tietoa yrityksille brändin 
rakentamisen tueksi Alihankinta-
messuilla 
17.9. 
ja 
19.9. 
Radio City Tampere (Radio 957) Olli Ilmarinen 
 1 Säätiölakia valmistelemassa 
Nuorisosäätiötä puolustava juristi 
21.9. Yle Uutiset Juha Viertola 
1  Tavaramerkkien luokkaotsikoissa 
PRH:n tekemä täsmennys voimaan 
tänään  
1.10. http://uutisverkko.wordpress.com 
www.kauppalehti.fi 
www.justitiafennica.mediaparkki.c
om 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
2  Suomessa haettu patentti käsitellään 
nopeutetusti Israelissa
  
10.1
0. 
Kauppalehti, Tekniikka&Talous Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
2  Kaikkien aikojen ensimmäinen WIPO- 10.1 Kauppalehti Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
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muotoilupalkinto 
suomalaiselle Planmed Oy:lle 
 –  Palkinto  korostaa mallisuojan 
tärkeyttä 
0. Pohjalainen 
2  Info: WIPO Design Award 2012  11.1
0. 
Radio Romania and France 
Novetski Helsinki 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Yhdistyksiä syntyy, kuolee ja 
hajaantuu 
12.1
0. 
Turun Sanomat Jyrki Ahdeoja 
 1 Kuolinpesä ei ole kultakaivos 23.1
0. 
Aamulehti Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Hovioikeus: Riihisäätiötä ei lakkauteta 31.1
0. 
YLE– uutiset Juha Viertola 
 1 Suuri lasku uhkaa 8.11. Ilta– Sanomat Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
1  Uusi maailmanjärjestys – suomalaiset 
tekevät Kiinaan yli 1000 
patenttihakemusta vuodessa  
12.1
1. 
Talouselämä 
 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
1  Suomesta vuodessa yli tuhat 
hakemusta Kiinaan 
25.1
1. 
Keskisuomalainen Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
2 
 
 
 
 ”Pikkupatentteja" jaettu Suomessa 20 
vuotta –  Metso listan kärjessä 
19.1
1. 
Tekniikka&Talous 
www.talousuutiset.info 
 
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
 1 Fiskarsin saksilla, Fazerin sinisellä ja 
Huoneistokeskuksella yllättävä yhteys 
–  arvaatko mikä? 
11.1
2. 
MT 3-Uutiset Tuulimarja Myllymäki 
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Appendix 7. The questions in the survey for journalists  
Kysymys 1 
Mistä kanavista hankit aiheita ja aineistoja juttuihisi? Valitse yksi tai useampi 
vaihtoehto. 
 Tiedotteet 
 Lehdistötilaisuudet 
 Haastattelut 
 Twiitit 
 Facebook 
 Uutiskirjeet 
 Eri organisaatioiden uutishuonepalvelut netissä 
 Eri organisaatioiden omat verkkosivut 
 Muiden medioiden uutisointi 
 
Kysymys 2 
Kuinka hyödyllisiä ovat Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen tekemät tiedotteet työssäsi? 
Valitse yksi vaihtoehto ja perustele vastauksesi. 
 Erittäin hyödyllisiä 
 Hyödyllisiä 
 Kohtalaisen hyödyllisiä 
 Melko hyödyttömiä 
 Täysin hyödyttömiä 
 
Kysymys 3 
Milloin haluat saada tiedotteita? 
 Aamupäivällä 
 Iltapäivällä 
 Illalla 
 Viikonloppuisin 
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Kysymys 4 
Haluatko, että Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksesta otetaan sinuun yhteyttä tiedotteen 
lähettämisen jälkeen? 
 Kyllä 
 Ei 
 
Kysymys 5 
Haluatko tietää, ketkä asiantuntijat vastaavat Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen eri asioista? 
 Kyllä 
 En 
 
Kysymys 6 
Kiinnostaako sinua osallistua Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen järjestämään toimittajille 
tarkoitettuun kahden tunnin perehdytykseen? Jos vastaat ei, siirry kysymykseen 8. 
 Kyllä 
 Ei 
 
Kysymys 7 
Mistä Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen asioista olet kiinnostunut kuulemaan toimittajille 
tarkoitetuissa perehdytyksissä? 
 Kaupparekisteri ja tilinpäätökset 
 Yhdistysrekisteri 
 Säätiörekisteri ja valvonta 
 Patentti 
 Tavaramerkki ja mallisuoja 
 
Kysymys 8 
Missä mediassa työskentelet? 
 IT- ja tekniikan ala 
 Paikallismedia 
 Talousmedia 
 Valtakunnallinen tai maakunnallinen päivittäismedia 
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 Yrittäjyysalan omat mediat 
 
Kysymys 9 
Haluatko osallistua pienen kiitoslahjan arvontaan? 
 Kyllä 
 En 
 Kirjoita sähköpostiosoitteesi 
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Appendix 8. The introduction letter to journalists  
Vastaa Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen kyselyyn medialle  
 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus (PRH) on avannut nettikyselyn toimittajille ja toimituksille 
parantaakseen palvelujaan. Kyselyyn vastaamiseen kuluu pari minuuttia.  
 
Julkaisen kyselyn tulokset PRH:n uutishuoneessa www.prh.fi-verkkosivustolla 
maaliskuussa 2014. Julkaisen tulokset myös Communications Management MBA-
tutkinnon opinnäytetyössäni, jonka teen Haaga-Helia ammattikorkeakouluun. 
 
PRH arpoo kyselyyn vastanneiden kesken kolme pientä kiitoslahjaa. Jos haluat 
osallistua kiitoslahjan arvontaan, kirjoita sähköpostiosoitteesi kyselyn loppuun. Otan 
yhteyttä kiitoslahjan saajiin henkilökohtaisesti kyselyn päätyttyä. 
 
Kysely on avoinna 15.–31.1.2014.  
 
Siirry kyselyyn:  
http://tml– efiling.Finnish patent and registration 
office.fi/selectsurveynet/TakeSurvey.aspx?PageNumber=1&SurveyID=m4LM8m6&P
review=true 
 
Ystävällisin terveisin 
Leena-Liisa Lehikoinen 
viestintäpäällikkö, FL 
Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus 
puh. 029 509 5877 
etunimi.sukunimi(at)prh.fi 
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Appendix 9. Responses to the survey for journalists 
 Niitä tulee melko harvoin 
 Tietotulvan keskellä tärkeä aihe tiedotteessa “herättäää” 
 :aihepiiri 
 Rekisteröinti–  ja tilastointiasioilla yhteiskunnallista merkitystä. 
 +Selkeitä ja fokusoituneita. – kontekstia ja yhteyksiä laajempiin ilmiöihin saisi 
tuoda enemmän esiin.   
 Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus on merkittävä toimija valtakunnassa.  
 Joskus niissä on jotain mielenkiintoista mihin pitää tarttua.  
 Eivät ole ainakaan jääneet mieleen.   
 En juuri nyt muista yhtään Patentti- ja rekisterihallituksen tiedotetta. Voi johtua 
siitä, että Patentti- ja rekisterihallitus harvemmin liittyy oman erityisalani 
uutisointiin.  
 Niistä löytää usein laajemmasti kiinnostavia asioita ja ilmiöitä.   
 Ei ole sattunut tehtäväksi kyseisiä aiheita  
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Appendix 10. List of graphs  
Graph 1. Development process. 
Graph 2. The main questions connected to the stages in the development process. 
Graph 3. The development process in five stages. 
Graph 4. Quantitative and qualitative data in the development process. 
Graph 5. Framing theory in the development process. 
Graph 6. Media content analysis in the development process. 
Graph 7. The development process. 
Graph 8. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
Graph 9. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
Graph 10. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
Graph 11. Numbers of press releases and invitations in the categories of the Office´s 
strategic objectives. 
Graph 12. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
Graph 13. Two data samples in the analysis. 
Graph 14. The tonality of all the news and articles. 
Graph 15.  The roles of neutral hits. 
Graph 16.  The article type of all the hits. 
Graph 17.  The media type of all the hits. 
Graph 18. The topic of the chapter in the development process. 
Graph 19.  The number of responses in choosing channels to search for themes and 
materials for news and articles. 
Graph 20.  The use of press releases. 
Graph 21. The development process. 
Graph 22. The main questions connected to the stages in the development process. 
Graph 23. The quantitative and qualitative data in the development process. 
Graph 24. The development process in five stages. 
Graph 25.  Number of visits in the Office´s news room from January 2013 to February 
2014.  
 
